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Corpus Christi Primary School 
  

Literacy – Plean Scoile 
 

1.Introduction and Rationale 
 
This document is a statement of the aims, principles and strategies for the teaching and 
learning of Literacy in Corpus Christi Primary School. This plan will form the basis of each 
teacher’s long and short term planning in Literacy and so will influence the teaching and 
learning in individual classrooms. It will also inform teachers of our approaches and 
methodologies in this subject area. The plan was drafted in accordance with the guidelines 
set out by the New Primary Language Curriculum in consultation with our school staff. The 
policy was reviewed by the above in November 2020. A review of our Literacy policy takes 
place every year. The implementation of this policy is the responsibility of all the teaching 
staff. 
 
This plan informs our practice and ensures that there is shared understanding among all staff 
members and a cohesiveness and continuity in our approach to the English language 
curriculum.  It informs teachers, parents and the Board of Management alike. 
 
The staff is dedicated to developing team-teaching through increasing in-class support and 
ensuring more of a balance between teacher led assessment and formal assessment has 
been an ongoing priority. Team teaching and in class support in the area of literacy is 
continuously under review and changed based on the needs of the children. 
 
2.Vision 
 
In teaching a Balanced Literacy Programme we aim: 

 To promote positive attitudes and develop an appreciation of the value of language- 
spoken, read and written 

 To develop confidence and competence in listening, speaking, reading and writing 
 To develop cognitive ability and the capacity to clarify thinking through oral language, 

writing and reading 
 To enable the child to read and write independently. 
 To enhance emotional, imaginative and aesthetic development through oral, reading 

and writing experiences. 
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Literacy Tree from NEPS Balanced Approach to Literacy Development in the Early Years  
 
3. Aims 
 
We at Corpus Christi School endorse the aims of the New Primary Language Curriculum 
which include: 
 

 To promote positive attitudes and develop an appreciation of the value of language; 
spoken, read and written. 

 To create, foster and maintain the child's interest in expression and communication. 
 To develop the child's ability to engage appropriately in listener- speaker 

relationships. 
 To develop confidence in listening, speaking, reading and writing. 
 To develop cognitive ability and the capacity to clarify thinking through oral language, 

writing and reading. 
 To enable the child to read and write independently. 
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 To enhance emotional, imaginative and aesthetic development through oral, reading 
and writing experiences. 

 build on prior knowledge and experience of language to enhance their language 
learning  

 encourage children of different languages and cultures to be proud of and to share 
their heritage 

 recognise the wide variation in experience, ability and language style that children 
bring to language learning in school as a first step in enabling them to engage in 
relevant and meaningful communicative relationships 

 
 
4. Implementation 
 
Time 
Junior and Senior Infants: 4 hours per week 
First to Sixth classes: 5 hours per week 
 
The following programmes and publications are used to support the implementation: 

 NCCA Primary Language Curriculum stages 1&2-3&4 
 PDST 5 components of effective oral language instruction 
 First Steps Writing – a structured approach 
 First Steps Reading 
 First Steps Oral Language 
 Newell Phonics Programme 
 Reading Recovery 
 Levelled Readers 
 NEPS Balanced approach to literacy instruction in the early years 
 Spellings For Me 
 Writers Workshop 
 NCCA Curriculum online support materials for PLC 

 
 
5. Inclusion 
 
Team-teaching for literacy is implemented in all classes throughout the school year. Support 
is given according to those most in need as advised in the Guidelines for Primary Schools 
using the Gradual Release of Responsibility model. 
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6. An Integrated Language Process 
 
The elements of language learning in each of the strands are:  
1. Developing communicative relationships through language  
2. Understanding the content and structure of language  
3. Exploring and using language 

 
https://ilsa.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Overview-Primary-Language-Curriculum-Fionnuala-Drudy.pdf 

 
The New  Primary Language Curriculum envisages the language process as an integrated 
web.  However, for the purposes of our whole-school plan, we are outlining the 
development of oral language, reading and writing separately.  In practice, (in classroom 
practice) all elements of language are always integrated. 
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7a. Oral Language 
 

 
 
 

FIVE COMPONENTS OF ORAL LANGUAGE 

In order to provide a structured approach to the teaching of Oral Language, for teachers, a 
suggested model for effective oral language instruction is outlined at 
http://pdst.ie/sites/default/files/Oral%20Language%20Booklet%20PDF.pdf  
and all components are developed therein. 

1. Promote Auditory Memory: Teachers read poetry/stories to the children. The children are 
taught to retell stories, recount events, play memory games and engage in oral activities. 

2. Develop Listening and Speaking Skills: Children are taught the rules for social interaction; 
turn taking, politeness and non-verbal skills (body language). They are made aware of 
listening and speaking opportunities in all areas. Children are also taught different styles of 
speaking as well as appropriate vocabulary depending on the audience and the oral text type 
being used. 
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3. Teach a Variety of Spoken Texts: The children are taught to effectively participate in 
conversations, arguments, interviews, informal and formal debates as well as presenting oral 
reports, procedures, explanations and retelling stories. See Appendix ___ for overview of the 
Spoken Texts and vocabulary lists for each text type. 

4. Create a Language Environment: Teachers ensure their classroom is ‘print rich’; that the 
classroom library is well stocked with appropriate books; that the environment stimulates 
and motivates the children to broaden their vocabulary and develop a love of reading. 

5. Teach and Extend Vocabulary and Conceptual Knowledge: Teachers teach individual 
words, word strategies, and foster an awareness and love of words and language 

To aid planning, speaking and listening skills and the Oral Language Text Types have been 
connected to the writing genres as outlined on the whole school plan. There are sample 
vocabulary lists available to support teaching and learning in these areas.  

Reading and writing genres are taught, developed and prepared through a detailed Oral 
Language approach including discussion, questioning, critical analysis, debating, retelling and 
presentations. 

 
Language Needs of the Children 
 
The language ability children bring with them to school will influence greatly the level of 
intensity of oral language activity they need to experience, not just in the early years but 
throughout the primary school. 
 
In Corpus Christi Primary School, the language needs of the children necessitate the 
following priority language activities: 
 

 Listening skills (short and sharp activities with an emphasis on focussed listening) 
 Using language to perform common social functions 
 Combining simple sentences through the use of connecting words 
 Form and structure of sentences generally 
 Listening to a story or a narrative and asking questions about it 
 Following instructions 
 Talking about and reflecting on past and present experiences 
 Extending conversation 
 Some children need more extension work to meet their more advanced needs, e.g., 

vocabulary extension, more sustained conversations, more challenging responses to 
literacy, etc. 
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Oral Language Across the Curriculum 
 
In Corpus Christi Primary School, language is our focus across the curriculum.  In our school, 
we ensure that the children have the vocabulary and language they need to understand the 
concepts inherent in every subject. 
 

 History/Geography: talk and discussion, sequencing, recalling, discussion of prior 
knowledge, language of situation, location, direction and instructions, asking 
questions. 

 Music:  listening skills, rhythm, imitating, patterns, dramatic activities related to 
music. 

 PE: Direction, following instructions, social skills, language and vocabulary pertaining 
to sport 

 Science: prediction, asking questions, estimating, investigating, reporting orally. 
 Visual Arts: responding, show and tell, language and vocabulary of art, reporting 

orally. 
 Maths: estimating, language of maths, predicting, classifying, ordering, sequencing, 

sorting, matching, discriminating. 
 SPHE: talk and discussion, building confidence, language games, circle time, giving 

children the language of praise. 
 
Oral Language in the English Curriculum 
 
Oral language teaching and learning activities are based on the 12 Learning Outcomes from 
the Primary Language Curriculum. Opportunities for the development of oral language also 
arise through the teaching of the reading and writing strands as acknowledged below. 
 
READING 
 

 Listening [phonological awareness – hearing sounds and syllables, hearing rhymes 
and poems] 

 Retelling and summarizing 
 Answering and asking questions 
 Predicting 
 Sequencing 
 Empathising orally 
 Mime, still image 
 Thought tracking - see Appendix 2  
 Hot seating 
 Reader’s theatre - see Appendix 2  
 Oral book report 
 Question drill - see Appendix 2  
 Language experience approach 
 Opinions on characters 
 Comprehension strategies primarily done orally 
 Oral cloze procedure - see Appendix 2  
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 Modelled stories* 
 Character interviews* 
 Character role plays* 
 Story reconstruction* 
 Circle stories* 

*See First Steps Oral Language Resource Book: Chapter 2, Section 2 
 
WRITING 
 

 Pre-writing discussion [brainstorming, webbing, etc.] 
 Sentence and paragraph extension [mini-lessons] 
 Child reading his/her own writing aloud 
 Creating living charts [charts created in the classroom as a topic/concept is being 

explored] 
 Teacher modelling writing and thinking aloud 
 Conferencing – incidental and formal 
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Discrete/ Specific Oral 
Language 

Our major focus for each class level is progressive and cumulative 
and will include the following key areas: 

Infant Classes The child should be enabled to: 
 Experience, recognise and observe simple commands 
 Listen and respond to a story or description and respond to it 
 Hear and repeat phrases and sentences modelled by the teacher 
 Develop competence and confidence in using language 
 Talk about past and present experiences, especially personal 

experiences 
 Choose appropriate words to name and describe things and 

events 
 Use language to perform common social functions, e.g., 

o Introducing oneself and others 
o Greeting others and saying goodbye 
o Giving and receiving messages 
o Expressing concern and appreciation 

 Ask simple questions about familiar contexts 
 Listen to, learn and respond to a rich variety of rhymes and 

songs 
 Make simple predictions 

 
 

First and Second Class The child should be enabled to: 
 Listen to stories, descriptions, instructions and directions and 

respond to them 
 Become more adept in using appropriate verbal and non-verbal 

behaviour in order to secure and maintain the attention of the 
listener 

o Eye contact, facial expression, audibility and clarity 
of enunciation, tone of voice 

 Use gesture and movement to extend the meaning of what s/he 
is saying 

 Express in mime various emotions and reactions, and interpret 
the emotions and reactions of others 

 Formulate full sentences and combine simple sentences 
 Give a description, recount a narrative or describe a process, 

and answer questions about it 
 Listen to other children describe experiences and ask questions 

about their reactions to them 
o Ask questions that will satisfy his/her curiosity and 

wonder: 
 Who/where/what/when/why/how/what if? 
 Tell stories in his/her own words and answer questions about 

them 
 Listen to, read, learn and recite more complex rhymes and 

simple poems 
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Third and Fourth 
Classes 
 

The child should be enabled to: 
 Listen to, retell and tape a narrative or a description, taking 

turns to give the account 
 Give and follow instructions on how to perform a particular 

task or process 
 Become more adept in using appropriate verbal and non-

verbal behaviour in order to secure and maintain the 
attention of the listener 

o Eye contact, facial expression, audibility and 
clarity of enunciation, tone of voice 

 Use gesture and movement to extend the meaning of what 
s/he is saying 

 Express in mime various emotions and reactions, and 
interpret the emotions and reactions of others 

 Give and take turns in speaking and experience a 
classroom environment in which tolerance for the views of 
others is fostered 

 Formulate full sentences, combine more complex 
sentences and sequence simple sentences 

 Engage in oral reinforcement of sentence structure and 
sentence parts, e.g., noun, verb, adjective, adverb, 
pronoun, preposition 

 Practise the common social functions in the everyday 
context of class and school and through improvisational 
drama 

o Introducing others to the class group or another 
pupil 

o Expressing appreciation 
o Expressing approval and disapproval 
o Engaging in simple commercial transactions  
o Expressing concern 
o Asking questions to elicit views and feelings 
o Expressing support 
o Giving directions 

 Discuss issues that directly affect his/her life 
o In school, outside school, in other areas of the 

curriculum 
 Learn how the use the basic key questions 

o Why/how/where/when/what/what if? 
 Make simple predictions 
 Make simple presentations to the class about his/her own 

particular interests 
 Listen and respond to other children’s experiences, to 

poetry and to stories 
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Fifth and Sixth Classes 
 

 [Reinforcement of the discrete/specific oral language sessions 
experienced in third and fourth classes will be necessary as well as 
progression onto the key areas listed below.] 
The child should be enabled to: 

 Interpret mood, attitude, emotion and atmosphere in 
stories and poems and photographs. 

 Listen to expressions, reactions and opinions and interpret, 
retell or summarize them 

 Make more complex predictions 
 Give and take turns in speaking and experience a 

classroom environment in which tolerance for the views of 
others is fostered 

 Learn about and name the basic properties of nouns and 
verbs 

o Common, proper, gender, case tense, voice, 
person, number 

 Discuss issues of major concern 
 Argue points of view from the perspective of agreement 

and disagreement through informal discussion  
 Respond to arguments presented by the teacher 
 Listen and respond to everyday experiences, local, national 

and world events, poetry and stories 
 

 
  
Contexts for Doing Oral Language 

 Talk and discussion 
 Story 
 Play and games 
 Presentations 
 Poetry 
 Improvisational drama 

 
 
Timetabling 
 
Organisational Settings 
 

 10 mins (infant classes) to 15 mins (junior and senior classes) per day  – storytelling 
and oral responses 

 Minimum of 30 mins per week – formal language lesson for junior and senior classes 
 Minimum of 2 x 10 mins per week – formal language lesson for infant classes  
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Parental Involvement 
 

 Modelled paired reading sessions for parents 
 Oral language focus at parent/teacher meetings 
 Parent Mornings 
 Family Reading Sessions 
 Little Voices 
 Word Aware 
 Family Language Sessions 
 Family Baking Sessions 
 Family Gardening Sessions 
 Maths For Fun 
 Family Coding 

 
 
Variety of Audiences 

Children are taught different styles of speaking as well as appropriate vocabulary depending 
on the audience and the oral text type being used. Examples of audiences include:  

 Classmates (Conversations, arguments, informal/formal debates, presentations, etc) 
 Other classes (Requests, questions… 
 Teachers  
 Visitors 
 Parent performances 
 Religious services 
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Assessment  (Mention NCCA Assessment Guidelines) pg 13 has a nice overview of AFL and AOL 
 

 
 

 Teacher observation 
 Informal assessment 
 Teacher designed tasks 
 Child Led: Self & Peer Assessment etc 
 Formal Assessment 

o Bohem  - Language concepts 
o BPVS - Receptive Language 
o RENFREW Wordfinding - Expressive Language 
o RENFREW Rapid Action Picture Test 
o Told P4 
o The Bus Story - c/f Assessment Policy 

 Drumcondra oral language indicators 
 WIAT 

 
 
 
 
Children With Differing Needs 
 
This is addressed specifically in the Language Support policy.  However, because of the 
centrality of oral language, we aim to ensure that every child will access the class curriculum 
at some level. 
 

 Whole-class discussion 
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 Groups [task-oriented, individual roles within group] 
 Pairs 
 Individual 

 
 
 
Resources 
 

 A language programme developed in conjunction with the speech and language 
therapist for infant to fourth classes. 

 First Steps Oral Language Resource Book 
 Five Components of Oral Language (PDST) 
 Visual Literacy (Once Upon a Picture/ Pobble 365) 
 Word Aware 
 Prim Ed Resources 
 Oral language component of the Folens reading scheme 
 Circle Time 
 Use of Learning Support resources in the classroom 
 Talk Boost  
 A Time to Talk 
 Black Sheep Press 
 Lingui Systems 
 No Glamour Resources 
 Spotlight Resources 
 SPARC Resources 
 HELP Resources 
 Literacy Shed 

 
7b. Reading 
 
Approach to Reading 
 
The ability to read effectively is an essential requirement if the child is to benefit fully from 
the educational process, to develop his/her potential and to participate appropriately as a 
citizen in society.  This is a crucial element in the child’s language learning (Curriculum 
Statement, p.2).  At Corpus Christi School, we aim to ensure that each child is given the 
opportunity to develop his/her literacy skills, thereby becoming an effective reader. 
 
In our school plan for reading, we emphasise balance and variety with a focus on the 
following areas: 
 

 Fostering an approach to reading that is based on children’s general language 
development 

 Teacher modelled reading activities daily 
 The central role of phonological and phonemic awareness in the acquisition of word 

identification strategies 
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 The use of reading schemes 
 The development of school and class libraries 
 The planning of book-related events, such as book fairs and book weeks 
 The use of alternative reading material, including textbooks from other areas of the 

curriculum 
 The involvement of parents in children’s reading 
 The approach to assessment and remediation 
 Balance between fiction, non-fiction and poetry [reading for pleasure and reading for 

information] 
 Balance between addressing decoding skills and comprehension 
 Emergent reading approach in junior classes as the bed-rock of reading 
 Balance between sight vocabulary and contextual reading (reading for meaning) 
 Emphasis on a whole-language approach 

 
Emergent Reading 
 
It is essential that we encourage children to develop a positive attitude to reading from the 
earliest years.  Our school seeks to motivate children to want to read so that they will 
practice reading independently and become fluent readers.  If our children enjoy reading, 
they are likely to read often and become more proficient. 
 
In the infant classes we expose the children to the printed word as much as possible by: 

 Modelling the reading process for the children and reading to them daily during story 
time. 

 Developing the children’s understanding of the conventions of print, that we read 
from left to right, that each word is made up of letters with each one making an 
individual sound. 

 Labelling the classroom environment using holistic phrases, e.g. ‘This is the 
blackboard’, instead of just labelling ‘blackboard’. 

 Creating language experience charts with the children where the teacher models the 
writing of the works the children call out.  The teacher sounds out the words as s/he 
spells them.  Instead of writing ‘Our News’, the children could write and reinforce the 
reading of sentence structures such as ‘I am going…..’ or ‘I went……’, ‘I can…..’ 

 The children will develop a sight vocabulary and will reinforce these learnt words 
using collaborative reading of Big Books. 

 Giving the children regular opportunity to handle and ‘read’ little books, and to take 
them home as homework to read with their families as shared reading practice. 

 Developing the children’s word identification skills, firstly learning each letter name 
and associated sound and then learning how we combine sounds to make words. 

 Comprehension skills are vital as we develop the children’s ability to understand, 
interpret and question what they read. 

 Giving the children opportunities to listen to story tapes and hear other voices read 
to them. 

 
In summary, the following are the elements of the emergent reading phase: 

 Living charts 
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 Collaborative reading 
 Big books 
 Print in the environment – labels 
 Shared reading 
 Rhymes 
 Word identification strategies 
 Basic sight vocabulary 
 Comprehension – prediction and recall 
 Role-play reading 

 
Instructional Reading 
 
The following list illustrates the elements of the instructional reading phase, each of which 
will be further explored later. 

 Word identification strategies modelled by the teacher 
 Semantic cues, grapho-phonic cues, beginning to use syntactic cues 

 Basic sight vocabulary 
 Print rich environment 
 Reading schemes 
 Alternative reading schemes 
 Comprehension strategies – see Appendix 3 for a list of these strategies 
 USSR 
 Shared reading 
 Buddy reading 
 Parents reading and talking about books 
 Use of class novel 

Towards Independent Reading 
 
As in the instructional reading phase, our children are afforded the opportunity to read a 
wider variety of reading material which will encompass fiction, information text and poetry.  
The following list illustrates the elements of the independent reading phase, each of which 
will be further explored later: 

 Text books from other subjects are utilised 
o Text books from history and geography are used as information texts 
o Comprehension and word identification strategies are used during maths 

 Use of class novels – the novel is explored during a two to three week block per term.  
There is a balance between the teacher reading aloud, the children reading aloud and 
the children reading silently. 

 Modelling and discussing word identification strategies. 
 Comprehension – higher order thinking skills are encouraged at this level – see 

Appendix 3 for a list of these strategies 
 Buddy reading with other classes 

 
Reading Schemes 
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See Appendix 4 for a list of the reading schemes and class Novels used throughout the 
school. 
 
Alternative Reading Materials 

 The children will be reading examples of the various writing genres being explored in 
the class – see Appendix 8 for the school’s writing genre schedule 

 Samples of the children’s own writing 
 Big books 
 Class novels – see Appendix 4 for a list of the novels read by each class level 
 SRA programme 
 Parallel Reading Schemes:  Ladybird books, Oxford Reading Tree, Story World, Rigby 

Rockets, Sails, Information Texts and many more in levelled boxes. 
 Books from the class and school library 
 Functional reading material, e.g., bus timetables, catalogues, newspapers, menus, 

order forms. 
 
Print-Rich Environment 
 
At Corpus Christi Primary School, we acknowledge the importance of encouraging each child 
to see books and reading materials as exciting, pleasurable and interesting throughout their 
school experience.  We therefore create a print-rich environment in the following ways: 
 

 Holistic phrases 
 Meaningful chunks 
 Children seeing the phrase scribed 
 Labels and flashcards 
 Instructions 
 Class rules 
 Job charts 
 Green code 
 Children’s work displayed 
 Library 
 Reading corner 
 Authentic reading material, e.g., catalogues, travel brochures 
 Software 
 Screen saver 
 Newspapers 
 Living charts [charts created in the classroom as a topic/concept is being explored] 
 Creating guideline charts with the children, for example, punctuation rules, recount 

rules, etc. 
 
Basic Sight Vocabulary 
 
In Corpus Christi Primary School, we have outlined the minimum sight vocabulary that we 
want the children to be able to recognise automatically from Junior Infants to fourth class 
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[See Appendix 5: Basic Sight Vocabulary Lists].  We explore these lists in the following 
contexts: 
 

 Language experience approach 
 Charts 
 Big books 
 Real little books 
 Print in the environment 
 Flashcards 
 Drilling and ensuring that the children have the sight vocabulary necessary to engage 

in other subjects, e.g., SESE, Science, etc. 
 Reading scheme, etc. 

 
Phonological Awareness 
 
Phonological awareness can be defined as sensitivity to the sounds of words.  It is an ability 
to hear the sounds in words, to think about them, to compare them, to separate them, to 
blend them and to manipulate them.  It is an oral and aural skill. 
 
 
The three phases of phonological awareness are: 

1. Syllabic awareness: an awareness of the number of different syllables found in a 
word 

2. Onset and rime: syllables may be divided into onset and rime.  The rime is the vowel 
sound.  The onset is the preceding consonant if any.  All syllables have rimes but not 
all have an onset. For example, 

 
 

Word Onset Rime 
Split Spl It 

It - it 
 

3. Phonemic awareness: A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that can change the 
meaning of a word.  For example, cat and hat differ only in one phoneme but are 
completely different words with different meanings. 

 
Phonological awareness and phonics merge in first class, i.e., explore orally and aurally first, 
then progress to written exploration.  See Appendix 6 for a selection of objectives and 
activities on phonological awareness. 
 
Decoding Strategies 
In order to acquire the ability to identify words speedily and fluently, a child needs 
information from a variety of different sources. 
 
To enable our children to access these sources at Corpus Christi School, we focus on the 
following strategies: 
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 Promoting knowledge of letter-sound relationships (grapho-phonic cues) 
 Providing experience of and developing understanding of the world (meaning or 

semantic cues) 
 Developing knowledge of the forms of language (syntactic cues) 

 

 

Phonics Instruction in Corpus Christi PS. 

Synthetic and  Analytical Phonics 

The Balanced Literacy Approach 
Corpus Christi PS follows the balanced literacy approach to the teaching of Literacy as advised by the 
DES. (See https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Services/National-Educational-
Psychological-Service-NEPS-/Balanced-Approach-to-Literacy-Development-in-the-Early-Years-.pdf)  

Therefore, as a school we incorporate both the synthetic and analytical approach to phonics 
instruction into our teaching. 

Getting the Balance Right 
The teachers in Corpus Christi PS are highly cognisant of the importance of constant monitoring and 
assessment of our student’s phonological awareness skills so we can optimise effective teaching 
within the context of the Balanced Literacy Approach. Getting the balance right for each individual 
child between the synthetic and analytical teaching of phonics, in the midst of all the other elements 
of the Balanced Literacy Approach, ensures that all children meet their true literacy potential. 

Synthetic Phonics 

The Ann Newell Literacy Scheme is used throughout Corpus Christi PS. This a SYNTHETIC phonics 
programme. A minimum of 15 minutes each day is dedicated to the teaching of the Newell Literacy 
Scheme. It is ensured by all staff, working collaboratively, that all children, are taught the programme 
in a dedicated sequential manner. Some students will be capable of completing and internalising all 
concepts by second class as teachers are free to differentiate the programme based on the needs of 
individual pupils. Equally, other children may complete the programme in secondary school. 

In Corpus Christi PS, in addition to whole class teaching, the Newell Programme is discretely and 
sequentially taught to children scoring below the 10th percentile in Reading Comprehension, Word 
Reading or Spelling individually or a small group, in line with advice from our NEPs psychologist. In 
this way, we aim to guarantee that all children leave Corpus Christi Ps as functional readers. The 
Newell Literacy programme is complemented by the interactive Nessy programme in the older 
classes. Toe by Toe and SNIP are also used at the school support plus level to complement Newell. 
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The Newell Programme provides the basis for early writing instruction and is extended to writing 
based on a child’s experience or connection to a text. 

Analytical Phonics 

The Corpus Christi Literacy Plan is supported by Literacy Lift-Off and Reading Recovery initiatives. In 
both of these strategies ANALYTICAL phonics is integrated as a reading strategy where whole words 
from the reading books are broken down into smaller parts. This method has children ‘analysing a 
word’, taking clues from recognition of the whole word, the initial sound and the context. Children 
use the visual and auditory cues of letter names, sounds and blends/digraphs in conjunction with the 
meaning brought from the text and the structure of the language in the text, in order to read familiar 
and new texts. This approach caters for all learner types and allows each pupil to bring the most 
efficient reading strategy to the reading process. During Literacy Lift-Off/ Station teaching an 
ANALYTICAL approach to phonics teaching is employed.  

eg. Stay (ay),  

Deep (ee) 

Safe (Magic e) 

Meaningful writing also emerges from the children’s experiences, reading book or connected 
experience during Literacy Lift Off/ Station teaching. 

Newell: A Synthetic and Sequential Phonics Programme 

  
The order of teaching the sounds of the Newell Literacy Programme was adapted to achieve a 
balance between synthetic phonics and our handwriting programme as advised by occupational 
therapists.  

Overview of Suggested Timeline for the Teaching of Newell to each Class Grouping 
Junior Infants:  

 Names and sounds of all the letters sequentially taught to complement the handwriting 
programme 

 Using the Newell Literacy Scheme the children will learn to blend the following ten letters to 
make consonant vowel and consonant vowel consonant words: 

a, b, f, h, i, j, k, m, p, t, o 
  

 Blend real and nonsense words using the above letters 
  Begin to blend other letters  

 

Senior Infants:  
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 Revision of Junior Infant work  
  Focus on initial and final sounds   
 Blending real and nonsense words using the remaining letters in the following order 

g, o, l, n, r, u, d, c, s, e, qu, v, w, x, y, z o 
 Short vowel sounds in the initial and medial positions.  
 Word family drills eg (at, ot, in, it etc )  
 Introduction to initial consonant diagraphs sh and ch  

 

First Class:  
 

 Revision of initial and final consonants and short vowel sounds.  
 Open vowel  
 Reinforcement of sh, ch, qu.   
 Consonant diagraph ph and th in initial and final positions. 
  Initial consonant diagraph wh  
 Ck endings  
  Ng endings: ing, ang, ung, ong  
  Nk ending 
  CVCC- Four letter phonetic words using final blends - also ll, ff, ss, zz  
 CCVC -Four letter phonetic words using initial blends 
 CCVC St, br, fr, tr, gr, pr, dr,cr, bl, gl, sp ……etc  
 CCVCC- Words with initial and final blends together 
  Introduction to Magic E 
  Dictation sentences from Newell Literacy Scheme based on above. 

 

Second Class  

Revision of First Class work  

 Triple consonant blends/Trigraphs Thr, str ,spr, shr, sph, squ, scr, spl etc  
  Magic/Silent e: a-e, i-e, o-e, u-e, e-e  
 Different sounds of y: Y says “y” as in yes Y says “i” as in cry Y says “ee” as in happy  
  Vowel diagraphs/Double vowels: ee, ou ea, oo, ow (Both sounds)  
  Silent letters: kn, mb, gn,wr  
 Dictation sentences from Newell Literacy scheme based on above  

 

Third Class 
Revision of Second Class work 

 Review of Magic e 
 Vowel diagraphs: oa , oi, oy, ay, ai, ey,ie, ei, au,aw o ew, ue, oe 
 Word endings – tch, dge o Controlling r ( Vowels modified by r ) 
 Silent letters: k, l, w, b, t, h, gh  
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 Soft c and soft g 
 Suffixes: y, ly, er, or, est  
 Prefixes: be, un, re, ex  
 Double middle consonants : ss, pp, tt, nn, rr, dd  
 Syllabication of simple phonetic words  

 
 

Fourth Class  
Revision of Third Class work 

  Review of Magic e o Review of all vowel diagraphs  
  Silent letters: complete review (k, m, g, w, l, b, t, h, gh, u, c, n, o)  
 Ch says K  
 Sch  
 Final le and el 
 Word endings: Sion, tion, ture, ous, ious, gue, que, ought, ior  
 Introduction of additional suffixes and prefixes  
 Syllabication of more difficult phonetic words  

 

Fifth and Sixth Classes 
  Consolidation and development  

 

Resources:  
 

 Anne Newell Literacy Scheme  
 

 Interactive White Board Sites: Starfall.com, Storybook Phonics, Phonic Focus etc 
 

 A bank of synthetic and analytic phonological awareness programmes such as 
 

o Sound Linkage 
o  Newell literacy Programme 
o Toe by Toe  
o Selection of Prim-Ed Books  
o Sounds Abound  

 
 
Comprehension Strategies 
 

 See Appendix 3 for a list of comprehension strategies 
 See First Steps Reading Resource Book  Page 130 to 201for a selection of activities 

which help to develop each of these strategies  
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School and Class Libraries 
 
Every classroom has a library with a selection of picture books, poetry anthologies, 
collections of short stories, information books, dictionaries, fiction, information texts, etc.  
Each class also has a collection of fictional books which have been colour coded according to 
ability. 
 
Book Related Events/Parent Involvement 
 

 Book Fair 
 Class visits to the local library in Watch House Cross 
 Shared reading with parents 
 Family Reading Sessions 
 Buddy Reading 
 Readathons 
 Get Caught Reading Month twice a year 
 Buddy Reading Month twice a year 
 Parents as real audiences for children’s work during Parent Mornings 
 Literacy Lift Off 
 Reading Recovery 
 Reader of the Month prizes 

 
Assessment 
Please see the assessment schedule at the end of the main document  
 
Use of Group Work/Active Learning 

 Whole class 
 Small groups 
 Pair work 

o Collaborative reading 
o Shared reading 
o Paired reading 
o Peer assisted learning 
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7c. Writing 
 
The child’s writing experience at school can contribute to his/her cognitive, emotional and 
imaginative development.  In Corpus Christi School, we aim to provide each child with the 
opportunity to develop skills that will enable him/her to write clearly, clarify concepts and 
express emotions through the writing process.  Modelled writing is being used as a strategy 
right throughout the school and is based on the First Steps writing resource while every child 
is allowed some free writing time daily.  Each teacher consciously links his/her writing 
activities with reading so that the children will become familiar with the text before they 
write it.   
 
The Process of Writing 
 
Our focus is on the importance of writing as a mode of communication with a purpose and 
audience in mind. 
 
Junior and Senior Infants (Emergent Writing) 

 Role-play writing 
 Scribbling 
 Drawing 
 Tracing  
 Pencil grip - Letter Formation 
 Building up to words and names - HRSW 
 Captions 
 Language experience charts 
 Teacher acting as scribe (collaborative writing) 
 Copying phrases and sentences to accompany pictures 
 Displaying children’s own written work and affording it communicative status 
 Painting 

 
Genres of writing 

Writing genres are taught, developed and prepared through a detailed Oral Language 
approach including discussion, questioning, critical analysis, debating, retelling and 
presentations. 

To aid planning, speaking and listening skills and the Oral Language Text Types have been 
connected to the writing genres as outlined on the whole school plan. There are sample 
vocabulary lists available to support teaching and learning in these areas.  
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Senior Infants Genres of writing 
 
The minor genres include: 

 Lists 
 Notes 
 Descriptions 
 Letters 

 
The major genres include 

 Recount 
 Procedural 
 Narrative 
 Report 
 Explanation 
 Persuasive 

  
Middle and Senior Classes 
 
The approach to the writing process in this area of the school is: 

 Frequent practise on short pieces 
 Frequent exposure to teacher modelling the process 
 See Appendix 8 for a copy of the school’s writing schedule 

 
Different Audiences for Writing 
 
In order to be writing for real purposes, the children must have real audiences in mind.  This 
ensures that writing is for communication.  In Corpus Christi School, our children write with 
the following audiences in mind: 

 Whole class - class displays, class books 
 Teacher 
 To a fictitious character 
 Parents 
 Other children in the class 
 Wider community, e.g., the government 
 Other classes 

 
Genres of writing 
 
The minor genres include: 

 Lists 
 Notes 
 Descriptions 
 Letters 
 Advertisements 
 Book reports 
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The major genres include 

 Recount 
 Procedural 
 Narrative 
 Report 
 Explanation 
 Persuasive 

 
See Appendix 8 for explanation of each of the major genres listed above. 
 
Spelling 
There are three main sources of content for spelling, which is essentially a writing rather 
than a reading skill. 
 

1. Words that are linked by sound patterns – linked to the phonological awareness and 
phonics programmes 

2. Commonly used words for writing including the commonly misspelled words 
3. Words that are commonly linked by topic or theme and meaning 

 
Approaches to Spelling 
 
Spelling starts formally in first class and is primarily based on the phonics programme in the 
school, i.e. the Newell Multi-Sensory Literacy Programme while also including the following 
approaches: 

 Rhyming (infants) 
 Word banks (1st to 6th) 
 Spelling charts 
 Regular practice of written spelling – look, say, cover, write and check 
 Daily modelling of the strategies used in learning to spell words 

o Look at the word 
o Can you see smaller words in it? 
o See the prefix 
o See the suffix, etc. 

 Spelling games 
 Word searches 
 Solving and creating anagrams 
 Cross words 
 Dictionary skills (2nd to 6th) 
 Personal dictionaries (4th to 6th) 
 Spelling tests (always written) – weekly and incidental 
 Dictation  
 Teacher observation in the context of the children’s writing  
 Proof reading 
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All classes in Corpus Christi from 4th to 6th will do the Spellings for Me programme.  The 
Schonell spelling test will be done before and after to gauge attainment. 
 
Free Writing: 

Each class should have 10 – 15 minutes of free writing a number of times a week. when the 
children can write freely.  

This free writing will be analysed later and located on a map of development.  

o It should be in a special copy. 
o It should be dated. 
o Children should be told beforehand that it will not be marked, corrected or criticised. 
o Children may be given an opportunity to read what they have written to the teacher. 
o The children can choose the topic although they may need some guidance in the 

beginning. Brainstorm all the different types of writing they can do – news, story, 
letter, list, menu, instructions, labels etc. 

o There should be no pressure on children to “produce” an amount of writing.  
o The reluctant writer may use pictures to convey a message (PDST) 

 
 
Handwriting 
 
The Nelson Handwriting Scheme is in use in the school.  Letters are taught in infants in 
accordance with the Newell programme. 
Children begin to write cursively in fifth class. 
 
Punctuation and Grammar 
 
In developing our punctuation and grammar scheme, it is our aim that by the end of the 
senior classes, the children are able to recognise and name the principal parts of speech and 
their more common properties, and to be aware of their functions. 
 
The ability to use the parts of speech accurately and to observe the conventions of grammar 
are developed in the context of the children’s language development. 
 
See Appendices 9 and 10 for further details of the punctuation and grammar programme. 
 
ICT 
Please see the school’s ICT School Plan which outlines the suggested timeline for the explicit 
teaching of digital literacy skills each class level. (Appendix 14) 
 
The children use teacher-directed sites on the Internet and avail of a range of commercial 
software (see list below) to support their development in spelling and writing.  The children 
are given the opportunity to draft, edit and redraft documents and to publish and save their 
written work. 
 
Software in use 
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Letter Sounds software 
Reader Rabbit 
Word Shark 
Dorling and Kindersley – Reading and Counting 
Letter Sounds Software 
SATS SOFT Series 
Where in the World – Carment Sandiego 
Encarta 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Powerpoint 
Google G Suite 
 
Group Work 
 

 Co-operative stories 
 Class anthologies 
 Project work 
 Peer-editing 
 Group of journalists composing an article based on a newspaper headline 
 Composing acrostic poems in a group 
 Collective creative writing 
 Whole class story 
 Paired writing 
 Project reports in pairs and groups 
 Scaffolded writing 

 
 Children with Differing Needs 

 Station Teaching 
 Literacy Liftoff 
 Reading Recovery 

 
This is addressed specifically in the Learning Support policy 
8.Assessment 
 
All children from 1st  to 6th classes take the MICRA-T test during the month of May each year 
In the infant area, assessment is based on teacher observations and parental concerns 
See Appendix 11 for the First Steps Writing Development Continuum (assessment tool for 
writing) 
See Appendix 13 - Assessment Timetable 2020/2021 
 
9. Sources and Resources 
 
Reading Schemes 
 
See Appendix 4 for a full list of the reading schemes in use in the school 
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Alternative Reading Materials 
 The children will be reading examples of the various writing genres being explored in 

the class – see Appendix 8 for the school’s writing genre schedule 
 Samples of the children’s own writing 
 Big books 
 Class novels – see Appendix 4 for a list of the novels read by each class level 
 SRA programme 

Parallel Reading Schemes: Open Ladybird books, Oxford Reading Tree, Story World, Rigby 
Rockets, SAILS, Information Texts and many more in levelled boxes. 

 Books from the class and school library 
 Functional reading material, e.g., bus timetables, catalogues, newspapers, menus, 

order forms. 
 
ICT Software 
Letter Sounds software 
Word Shark 
Dorling and Kindersley – Reading and Counting 
Letter Sounds Software 
SATS SOFT Series 
Where in the World – Carment Sandiego 
Encarta 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Powerpoint 
 
Phonics Resources 
Newell Literacy Programme: Books 1 – 7 
Alpha to Omega 
Sound Linkage 
Sounds Abound 
Sounds OK 
Sounds to Words 
Sounds at Work 
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APPENDIX 1 
School Literacy Initiative Schedule 2020/2021 

 
Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June 

 Get Caught 
Reading 

Month for all 
classes 

 

Buddy Reading 
Month for all 

classes 
 

Book Report 
Competition 

(3rd-6th classes) 

Handwriting 
Competition 
(2nd to 6th ) 

Get Caught 
Reading 

Month for all 
classes 

 

Buddy Reading 
Month for all 

classes 

Creative Writing 
competition 

(3rd-6th classes) 

Art 
Competition 
– illustration 

of a book 
cover 

 

     100th Day of 
School 

All Classes 

    

  Nursery 
Rhyme Week 

Junior Inf 

 Little Voices 
Junior Inf. 

Little Voices 
Junior Inf. 

    

          
          
 Poetry Corner: 

3rd   Class 
 

Ms. O’Regan 

Poetry Corner: 
6th Class: 

 
Ms. M. Ryan 

Poetry Corner 
6th Class 

 
Ms. Curtin 

Poetry Corner: 
3rd   Class 

 
Mr. P. Mullins 

Poetry Corner: 
4th Class 

 
Mr. ’Conchúir 

 

Poetry Corner: 
5th Class 

 
Ms.Prendergast 

Poetry Corner: 
5th Class 

 
Mr. Hickey 

Poetry 
Corner: 

4th Class 
 

Ms. McGrath 

 

 Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of the 
Month Award 
for all classes 

Reader of 
the Month 

Award for all 
classes 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

Ideas For Language Activities 
 
Thought Tracking 
 
This involves stopping at a poignant moment during a story to ask what the character would 
say at that exact moment. 
 
Question Drill 
 
A question drill involves the teacher/child saying any sentence to the class, e.g., ‘I washed 
my car on Saturday’ and encouraging the children to ask as many different questions as 
possible about the statement.  Include who/what/when/where/why questions first but be 
sure to move on to higher order questions. 
 
Reader’s Theatre 
 
Various children are encouraged to take on the role of a character in a story.  Each child 
reads their assigned character’s sentences dramatically, while the teacher records and 
replays the drama.  The result is similar to a dramatic radio production. 
 
Language Experience Approach 
 
Using the Language Experience Approach, the children speak on a selected topic, the teacher 
writes down what they say and finally each child reads his/her written report. 
 
Topics for this approach could include the following: 

 Things we eat 
 Where we’ve been on holiday 
 TV programmes/films we’ve seen 
 What we did at the weekend, etc. 

 
Oral Cloze Procedure 
 
This involves reading a big book collaboratively to the children, exploring it with them fully, 
rereading the story and finally reading it again but leaving out key words, which the children 
are asked to identify. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

Comprehension Strategies 
 

READING STRATEGY DESCRIPTION 
Predicting Helps activate prior knowledge 

Based on clues in text (pictures, subtitles, etc.) 
Connecting Connecting prior knowledge to new information 
Comparing Thinking more specifically about connections they are making, 

e.g. How is this different to…..? 
Inferring Taking information from a text and creating their own 

interpretations beyond the literal level 
Synthesising Piecing information together as students read a text, to keep 

track of what is happening 
Creating Images Creating sensory images to assist with overall comprehension 

of a text 
Self-questioning Providing a framework for active learning as students engage 

with the text to find answers 
Skimming Glancing quickly through material to gain an overall view of 

text 
Scanning Glancing through a text to locate specific details, e.g. names, 

dates, etc. 
Determining Importance Prioritising most important information from phrase, 

sentence, paragraph, chapter or whole text 
Summarising and 
paraphrasing 

Reducing larger texts to focus on important elements 
Re-stating/re-writing text in own words using key words to 
capture main focus 

Re-Reading Creating opportunities for deeper understanding, word 
identification and developing fluency 

Reading On Skipping unfamiliar word(s) and reading on to provide 
sufficient context to determine unknown word/phrase 

Adjusting Reading Rate Adjusting rate where appropriate, e.g. slowing down to 
comprehend new information, or speeding up to scan for key 
words 

Sounding Out Using knowledge of letter-sound relationship to decode 
unknown words 

Chunking Breaking multi-syllabic words into units larger than individual 
phonemes 

Using Analogy Transferring what they know about familiar words to help 
them identify unfamiliar words 

Consulting a Reference Using a dictionary, thesaurus, reference chart or glossary to 
help find word meanings/pronunciations 

Source: Mary Dunlea Fitzgerald, Adapted from First Steps Reading Resource Book 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Reading Schemes and Class Novels 2020/2021 
 

Class Reading 
Scheme 

Novel Include 
picturebooks here 

Junior 
Infants 

 
P.M. Books  
 

  

Senior 
Infants 

 
P.M. Books 
 

  

First  
PM Books 
 

  

Second  
PM Books 
 

The Snow Maze - Jan Mark 
The Tunnel - Anthony Browne 
Alfie Green and the Magical Gift - Joe 
O'Brien 
The Owl that was afraid of the Dark – Jill 
Tomlinson 
 
 

 

Third  
PM Books 

The Hundred Mile an Hour Dog - Jeremy 
Strong 
Ezio Trot  - Roald Dahl 
The Magic Finger - Roald Dahl 
Not bad for a Bad Lad – M. Morpurgo 
Cool M. Morpurgo 
School for Dragons A Jungman 
The Last Alchemist – C.Thompson 
The Cat and the King -Nick Sharatt 
The Day I met a Whale – M. Morpurgo 

 

Fourth  
 
PM Books 

Hodgeheg - Dick King Smith 
Sasha and the Wolfcub - A. Jungman 
Dancning in the Dark - P. Prendergast 
Beryl goes wild - J Simmons 
Man of the Match- D. Freedman 
School for Dragons - A Jungman 
A very Fishy Battle - J. Strong 
Cool – Michael Murporgo 
George’s Marvellous Medicine – R. Dahl 
The Angel of Nitshill Road – Anne Fine 
The Worst Witch – Jill Murphy 
Mr. Skip – Michael Murporgo 
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Fifth  
 
Nelson Literacy 
Directions 
 
PM Books 
 
Nelson Literacy 
Directions 
 
PM Books 
 
 

The Suitcase Kid - Jacqueline Wilson 
The Girl who wasn't There - Ferdinand 
von Schirach 
The morning I met a Whale - Michael 
Morporgo 
The Twits - Roald Dahl 
The Swap – Malachy Doyle 
 

 

Sixth Bill’s New Frock- Anne Fine 
Home Coming – Michael Morpurgo 
Diary of Anne Frank 
The Girl who Wasn’t There – Ferdinand 
von Schirach 
Under the Hawthorn Tree - Marita 
Conlon McKenna 
Game Boy - Reloaded - Alan Durant 
Wonder - R.J Palacio 
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APPENDIX 4A 
Class Novels Available in School 2020/2021 

Below are class novel lists available in school. Extra novels can be 
purchased if needed. Quantities are approximate due to usage and 
lost books and age recommendations are dependent on suitability 

to your class 

 

Title Quantity Author 

Recom
mended 

age 
level 

The Owl who was afraid of the Dark 17 Jill Tomlinson 7+ 

Horrid Henry and the Abominable Snowman 9 Francesca Simon 7+ 

The Snow Maze 17 Jan Mark 7+ 

School for Dragons 9 Ann Jungman 7+ 

Esio Trot 10 Roald Dahl 7+ 

The Worst Witch 5 Jill Murphy 7+ 

Billy and the Minpins 10 Roald Dahl 7+ 

A bear called Paddington Bear 10 Michael Bond 7+ 

The Magic Finger 10 Roald Dahl 7+ 

Superloud Sam 6 Jo Simmons 7+ 

Worst Witch Series 8 titles Jill Murphy 7+ 

The Giraffe , the Pelly and Me 7 Roald Dahl 7+ 

Cookie the Cat 9 Frank Mulligan 7+ 

The Enormous Crocodile 6 Roald Dahl 7+ 

        

Snow Tales 14 Michael Morpurgo 8+ 
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Georges Marvellous Medicine 16 Roald Dahl 8+ 

The Angel of Nitshill Road 6 Anne Fine 8+ 

Bill’s New Frock 14 Anne Fine 8+ 

A Home for Teasel 11 Margi McAllister 8+ 

Beryl Goes Wild 16 Jane Simmons 8+ 

Daisy and the Trouble with Zoos 17 Kes Gray 8+ 

My Second Best Friend 6  Geraldine Kaye 8+ 

Mr. Skip 6 Michael Morpurgo 8+ 

The Hodgeheg 12 Dick King Smith 8+ 

Meeting Cezanne 18 Michael Morpurgo 8+ 

The Suitcase Kid 10 Jacqueline Wilson 8+ 

The Legend of Spud Murphy 12 Eoin Colfer 8+ 

The Twits 29 Roald Dahl 8+ 

The Killer cat runs Away 5 Anne Fine 8+ 

Betsy Bigalow is Here 10 Malorie Blackman 8+ 

The Cat and the King 9 Nick Sharratt 8+ 

Stanley 10 Peter Gunning 8+ 

The Yucky Prince 17 Larry O Loughlin 8+ 

Charlie changes into a chicken 10 Sam Copeland 8+ 

Ellie and the Cat 10 Marjorie Blackman 8+ 

Jitters in the jungle 11 Noel Ward 8+ 

The Hundred Mile an Hour Dog 15 Jeremy Strong 8+ 
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The girl who wasn’t there 5 Karen McCrombie 9+ 

Cool 8 Michael Morpurgo 9+ 

This Morning I met a Whale 25 Michael Morpurgo 9+ 

Goth Girl and the Pirate Queen 10 Chris Riddell 9+ 

I was there    ….Alone in the trenches 6 Vince Cross 9+ 

Bailey/Homecoming 15 Michael Morpurgo 9+ 

The Nine Lives of Montezuma 14 Michael Morpurgo 9+ 

The Midnight Fox 9 Betsy Byers 9+ 

Thomas and the Tinners 13 Jill Patton Walsh 9+ 

The Sheep Pig 13 Dick King Smith 9+ 

Shannon Harps –A fresh Start 8 Peter Regan 9+ 

Shannon Harps-Something New 10 Peter Regan 9+ 

Secret Spy from Drumshee 9 Cora Harrison 9+ 

Reaching the Heights 8 Peter Gunning 9+ 

The Accidental President 10 Tom Mc Laughlin 9+ 

        

Drumshee Chronicles-Doomed to die 8 Cora Harrison 10+ 

Circle of Suspicion 8 Paul Bradshaw 10+ 

War Horse 13 Michael Morpurgo 10+ 

The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tipps 19 Michael Morpurgo 10+ 

Private Peaceful 13 Michael Morpurgo 10+ 

Journey to the  River Sea 9 Eva Ibbotson 10+ 

Don’t even think about it 6 Roisin Meaney 10+ 
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Dancing in the Dark 9 P.R. Prendergast 10+ 

Poppy Field 12 Michael Morpurgo 10+ 

There’s a boy in the girls bathroom      10            Louis Sachar 
    
         10
+ 

Return to Troy 11 Peirce C. Feiritear 10+ 

Swap 9 Malachy Doyle 10+ 

Drumshee Chronicles-Doomed to die 8 Cora Harrison 10+ 

Circle of Suspicion 8 Paul Bradshaw 10+ 

        

Wilderness 15 Roddy Doyle 11+ 

Goodnight Mr. Tom 10 Michelle Magorian 11+ 

Skellig 12 David Almond 11+ 

Fields of Home 16 Marita Conlan McKenna 11+ 

The Butterfly Lion 18 Michael Morpurgo 11+ 

Under the Hawthorn Tree 9 Marita Conlan McKenna 11+ 

Freak the Mighty 16 Rodman Philbrick 11+ 
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APPENDIX 5 
Basic Sight Vocabulary Lists (Dolch) 

 

Junior Infants 
 
 

A and away big blue can come down Find for 

funny go help here I in Is it jump little 

Look make me my not one Play red Run said 

See the three to two up We where yellow you 

 

Senior Infants 
 

 

All am are at ate be Black brown But came 

Did do eat four get good Have he Into like 

must new no now on our Out please pretty ran 

Ride saw say she so soon That there They this 

Too under want was well went What white Who will 

With yes         

 

First Class 
 

       

after again an any as ask by could every fly 

From give giving had has her him His how just 

Know let live may of old once open over put 

Round some stop take thank them then think walk were 

When          
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Second Class 
always around because been before Best both buy call cold 

does don't fast first five Found gave goes green its 

made many off or pull Read right sing sit sleep 

tell Their these those upon Us use very wash which 

why Wish work would write Your     

 

 
Third Class 

about better bring carry clean cut done Draw drink eight 

fall Far full got grow hold Hot Hurt If keep 

kind laugh light long much myself never Only own pick 

seven shall show six small start Ten Today together try 

warm          
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Fourth Class to Sixth Class 

 Revision and consolidation of all previous lists 
 All 220 words in the Dolch List are consolidated for practise in the following story: 

The Best Thing In The World 

Once upon a time, there were four brothers who lived in a far away land. Their father was an old king. One day 
he said, "I will not live long now. Today you must start out into the world. In a year, bring back the best thing 
you have found. The one who can pick the best thing shall be the  
new king." The first brother said, "I will look in every city or town. I will buy the best thing I can for my father." 
The next two brothers said, "We will both go on fast ships over the sea.  
We will find something better." The last brother said, "I am going to ask the people here in our own land to tell 
me the best thing." The other three brothers began to laugh." Then you will never be king!" They said. 
The last brother started off. When he had gone about six miles, he met  
a man. "What do you carry in those big bags?" he asked. 
"The best thing in the world," said the man. "These are full of the  
good nuts which fall from my five nut trees." 
"I don't think that would work," said the brother to himself, "I must  
try again." The brother went on another seven miles. He found a small brown bird. It had been hurt, so he put 
it in his coat where it could keep warm. As he went on, he saw a little girl crying. He ran to meet her. "Why are 
you crying?" he asked. "I want to get some water from the well," she said. "We use so much.  We drink cold 
water. We wash the clothes clean with hot water. But I do not know how to pull it up. Please show me." 
The brother said, "Hold this bird and I will help you. It does not fly  
around anymore because it got its wing hurt.!" 
"Thank you. What a pretty bird!" she said. "I wish you would give it  
to me. If you will let me keep it, I will always be very kind to it. I will  
take care of it myself. I will make it grow well again." 
"Yes, you may have it," said the brother. So he gave her the bird and  
went on. 
At night, he went to sleep under a round yellow haystack. When it was  
light again he walked on. Every day he would walk eight or ten miles. He  
asked the people about the best thing in the world. Some said it was best to sing. Some said it was best to run 
and jump and play. Some said the green grass was best. Some liked the red and blue and white flowers best. 
One man said the best thing was to ride a black horse. 
He always stopped to help people who needed it. Soon he made many  
friends. All the people began to like him. They would say, "See there goes  
the king's son. He would be just the right kind of king for us."  
Every door was open to him. The people would call to him to stop. They  
would ask him to come and eat with them. After he ate, he would sit down and read to the children. After he 
read, he showed them how to draw and write. Months went by. He still had no beautiful thing to take to his 
father.  
Just before the year was done, he went home again. 

 The time came when the king called his sons together. "What did you bring?" He asked them all. 
The other brothers had many beautiful things.  
"And what did you bring?" said the king to the last brother. 
"This is too funny!" said the other brothers. "He has nothing!" 
But the king was kind to the last brother. "What did you bring me?"  
the king asked again. "I bring only the friendship of your people," said the last the brother. 
"That is the best thing!" cried his father. "You shall be the new  
king."   
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APPENDIX 6 
 

Phonological Awareness Programme 
 

Source: www.pcsp.ie 

Phonological Awareness can be defined as ‘sensitivity to the sounds of words’. 
  - It is an ability to hear sounds in words, to think about them, to compare them, to separate 
them, to blend them together, to manipulate them...  
  - It is considered to be a specific skill unrelated to Intelligence (as measured in I.Q. tests).  
  - It is an aural and oral skill.  This makes phonological awareness very different to phonics.  
Its starting point is the sounds we hear in words as opposed to letters on a page.  
  - It is more complex and involved than auditory discrimination. 
  - To the extent that it is a conscious reflection on language, it can be considered a 
metalinguistic skill. 
  - It is not a by-product of oral language ability. 
 
Levels of Phonological Awareness: 
 
Phonological awareness is an umbrella term.  It can be divided into the following levels: 
   
  1.  Syllabic Awareness: This is awareness of syllables. The word ‘Dublin’ has two syllables 
(‘Dub’ and ‘lin’); ‘Killarney’ has three (‘Kill’ ‘ar’ ‘ney’) . 
 
  2.  Onset-Rime Awareness:  All syllables can be divided up into onsets and rimes.  The rime 
is the vowel sound and the consonant(s) that follow it (if any).  The onset is the preceding 
consonant(s) (if any).  All syllables have rimes. Not all syllables have onsets.  Words that 
share rimes are rhyming words and words that share onsets are alliterative. 
 
Examples: 
                        Word            Onset           Rime                     
   it  -  it 
   sit  s  it 
   spit  sp  it 
   split  spl  it 
                             see  s  ee 
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3. Phonemic Awareness: The phoneme is the smallest unit of sound that can change the 
meaning of a word.  For example, ‘cat’ and ‘hat’ differ only in one phoneme but are 
completely different words with different meanings.   The number of phonemes varies from 
one language to another. English is considered to have 44 phonemes or individual sounds: 
24 consonant phonemes and 20 vowel phonemes.    
The terms ‘phonological awareness’ and ‘phoneme awareness’ are often used 
interchangeably. However, phonological awareness is a more general and all encompassing 
term but phonemic awareness is specific to phonemes. 
 
The Alphabetic Principle means: 
 (a) Alphabetic languages such as English are represented in print roughly at the level of the 
phoneme.  The sequence of letters (or letter combinations) on a page represents the 
sequence of phonemes in our speech.    Thus, we have to be able to hear phonemes in words 
to make sense of print.          
(b) In alphabetic languages we can expect the same phoneme to be represented by the same 
letter(s). Of course English is not the most straight -forward of written languages in its 
sound-symbol correspondences, thus creating extra difficulties for readers. 
 

Part One: Junior and Senior Infants 

Activities to develop Syllabic Awareness 

1. Emphasising stressed syllables through clapping or other physical movement. 

Children can clap out the stressed syllables of any rhyme. The rhymes of traditional games 
which involve clapping or movement of some sort are a good starting place for phonological 
awareness training in children. Games such as ‘London Bridge’ or ‘In and out the Dusty 
Bluebells’ have the healthy effect of helping to make phonological units of speech clear and 
well-specified. 

‘Phonemic Awareness in young Children: A Classroom Curriculum’ (Adams, Foorman, 
Lundberg and Beeler, p32) has an activity with the rhyme  

“One potato, two potato, three potato, four 

Five potato, six potato, seven potato, more”.  

Children sit in a circle with both fists before them. They chant the rhyme and the child who is 
‘on’ moves around inside the circle and gently pounds out the stressed syllables on each fist. 
The fist that gets pounded on for the last syllable in each line must be withdrawn and so on 
until only one fist is left! The same game can be played with lots of rhymes, e.g.  ‘Please 
Porridge Hot’.  
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2.  Syllable Segmentation with Kinaesthetic Reinforcement 

Kinaesthetic reinforcement helps children segment syllables.   

(i) A body place for each syllable!  

One way of providing kinaesthetic reinforcement is to get the children to use their two 
hands and to touch their heads for the first syllable, their shoulders for the second syllable, 
their hips for the third, knees for the fourth, toes for the fifth and heels if there is a sixth 
syllable!  Children love this and they naturally experiment with any new words they hear. 
Such exercises also give children an awareness of word length.  

All words which interest the children can be used for segmentation in this way. It’s always a 
good idea to start with children’s names.   

(ii)  ‘If You’re Happy And You Know It...’ 

The ‘Sounds Abound Programme’ (Lenchner & Podhajski, see p.53 of Manual) uses the well-
known song ‘If you’re happy and you know it’ to practise syllable segmentation. Show a 
picture of a multisyllable word, e.g. ‘television’. Now sing the song: 

“If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands (all now clap out the syllables of ‘tel-e-vi-
sion’) 

If you’re happy and you now it, clap your hands (repeat actions). 

If you’re happy and you know it then you really ought to show it, 

If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands (repeat clapping of ‘tel-e-vi-sion’ as 
above)”. 

Continue with other verses using different action directions, e.g. ‘stamp your feet’ (stamping 
alternate feet for each syllable of ‘tel-e-vi-sion’); ‘tap your knees’ (tapping alternate knees 
for each syllable); raise your hands (raising alternate hands for each syllable), etc.  
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3. Syllable Counting with Fingers 

A very effective way of counting syllables in words is to have children put up one finger for 
each syllable (starting with the thumb for the first syllable) and let the fingers displayed until 
counting is completed. 

An activity children like to do is to group themselves according to the number of syllables in 
their first name and to discover which group is the biggest, etc. 

Syllable counting exercises can be based on whatever topic is being done.   For example, 
animals -   see who can think of an animal with lots of syllables in its name! (They all the love 
the ‘hipp- o-pot-a-mus’!) Limit their choice by asking them to supply two-syllable words or 
three-syllable words only, etc.     

‘Sound Wizard Strategy Building Games for Phonological Awareness’ (Lenchner) has several 
small picture cards for playing syllable games e.g. each child  chooses a picture card, counts 
the syllables and whoever has the picture card with the most syllables wins the round etc.  

4. Syllable Isolation 

A good place to start syllable isolation is to use two-syllable words that also happen to be 
compound words, e.g. postman, playground, blutack, blackbird.  Segment into its syllables 
and then ask the child to say the first part on its own, then the second part on its own.  It 
helps to put two paper ‘post-its’ side by side to represent the two syllables and to remove 
one as you want the children to omit the corresponding syllable.   

A way of dealing with multisyllable words which are not compound words is to present, for 
example, a real carrot and cut it into two parts. Have the child touch each part as (s) he says 
the corresponding syllable.  Point to one part of the cut carrot and ask them to say this part 
on its own.  Other possibilities are ‘mush-room’, ‘spa-ghe-tti’, ‘ba-na-na’, ‘po-ta-to’.  Pictures 
of words can be cut up if you can’t have the real object. Eventually, you should be able to 
present a multisyllable word and ask for its first, second, third, syllable etc.  
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5. Syllable Blending 

This involves the teacher saying words leaving a one-second gap between each syllable. 
Children tell you what word you are saying. There are many possibilities for making a game 
out of this e.g. helping Robbie Robot (who can only say words with an interval between 
syllables) to say words properly.  You can confine possibilities to a particular theme 
especially at the beginning e.g. children’s names, months of the year, foods etc.  

Note: (i) Oral work on syllable segmentation anticipates the breaking up of words that 
children will have to do later when they are learning to read words.    Too often teachers 
expect children to be able to visually break up words into syllables for decoding without 
having had any aural or oral experience of doing this with spoken words.   

(ii) Furthermore, such exercises help children to see how frequently some syllables occur. 
For example, suffixes such as ‘ing’ and ‘er’ can be well known to children at an aural and oral 
level before they encounter them in print. 

(iii) You may wish to use the term ‘part’ of a word instead of  ‘syllable’ at the beginning but 
once children have the concept, the word ‘syllable’ can be introduced and used from then 
on. 

Onset-Rime Awareness (Rhyming) 

There has been a renewed emphasis on nursery rhymes, rhyming stories, rhyming jingles 
etc. serving not only language enrichment but also helping children to come to terms with 
the phonological  features of the language.  This emphasis has been reflected in the literacy 
materials available for children and such materials will play an important part in 
phonological awareness training. 

 1. Rhyme Recognition Exercises 

(i) ‘I’m thinking of a name that rhymes with...’   is a circle game from ‘The Sounds Abound 
Program (Lenchner and Podhajski, see p.23 of Manual) that aims to develop rhyme 
recognition. Children are in a circle and an empty chair is in the middle. The teacher sings (to 
the tune of ‘Here we go around the Mulberry Bush’) 

  “I’m thinking of a name that rhymes with e.g. ‘plate’ (a word that rhymes with a child’s 
name) 

    Rhymes with ‘plate’, rhymes with ‘plate’ 

    I’m thinking of a name that rhymes with ‘plate’ 

    And  ______  ‘Kate’ is the name!” 
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Kate sits on the chair in the middle and the teacher proceeds with the next verse, saying, as 
before, a rhyming word for a name in the class. The children should be able to join in in the 
last line of the verse.  

Several adaptations of this game are possible depending on the topic you wish to explore. 
For example, if studying the topic ‘food’, various food items can be given out to children and 
the verse can be adapted as follow: 

“I’m thinking of a food that rhymes with ‘head’.....  (bread)” 

I find this activity a good ‘filler’. Simply decide the category, e.g. drinks and see if they can 
work out your puzzles, e.g. “I’m thinking of a drink that rhymes with ‘wilk’…. (milk)” 

 (ii)  Activities with pictures that ‘rhyme’   

A set of pictures of rhyming words is an invaluable resource for developing phonological 
awareness.  Children can be given the following kinds of activities: 

 - Matching ‘rhyming’ pictures from a set of picture cards (begin with a small number of 
cards and increase the number according to ability). 

 - Picking out the odd-one-out (picture that doesn’t ‘rhyme’) from a set of  pictures. 

Pictures provide a concrete focus for rhyme discrimination work and having the picture in 
front of them while they think about the sounds reduces the auditory memory load for 
children compared to the task of discriminating between orally presented words. 

2.  Rhyme Completion Exercises 

(i) ‘A Hunting We Will Go’ 

This is from ‘The Sounds Abound Programme’ (Lenchner & Podhajski, see p. 31of Manual) 
and is based  on  an old English hunting song: 

 “A-hunting we will go, a-hunting we will go. 

 We’ll catch a fox and put him in a ...? (box) 

 And never let him go”. 

The verse is repeated with other animals and in each case the children supply a suitable 
rhyming ending (e.g. bat, hat; bear, chair; dragon, wagon; duck, truck).  Included are A4 size 
pictures of each creature and its rhyming word.  

 

(ii) ‘Did You Ever See A ___ In A ____?’ 
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‘If you’re happy and you know it’ may be used to create rhyme-completion exercises: 

           “Did you ever see a bear in a .... (chair)? 

 Did you ever see a bear in a chair? 

 No, I never, no, I never, no, I never, no, I never 

 No, I never saw a bear in a chair”.  

Children can create their own examples. For example at Halloween, they can find rhyming 
words to complete such verses as above on such words as ghost, cat, witch, bat, broom, 
spider… 

3. Rhyme Production Exercises 

(i) Rhyme Box: Various objects can be put in the Rhyme Box and used for eliciting rhyme. 
Suitable objects: hat, mug,   bell,   strap,   pop,   (toy) car,  (toy) gun,  (chewing) gum, etc. 
Pupils can dip into the box, pick out an object and see if they can supply three rhyming 
words, etc. 

Several adaptations are possible. A box of coloured counters can be passed around and each 
child is required to think of a word to rhyme with the colour of the counter (s)he picked out. 
Nonsense words can also be used as rhyming words.  Similarly, numbers can be used and the 
child thinks of a word that rhymes with the number picked out.  

(ii) ‘Rhyme Time Game’ (supplying rhyming words to a given picture stimulus) 

 This game goes further than Phonological Awareness in that it involves the teacher writing 
the rhyming words on the BB and drawing attention to the shared spelling patterns (i.e. 
analogy training).  

Materials Required: Picture as a rhyming stimulus, cards with words that rhyme with the 
stimulus (see lists below). 

Steps: (a) Show the picture, e.g. picture of a cat and ask for rhyming words. 

           (b) List pupils’ (correct) responses on BB.  List real words only but let pupils suggest 
nonsense words if they wish. Explain the difference between real and nonsense words.  At 
this stage some children will be able to spell all the rhyming words (using analogy), others 
will have no idea. 

           (c) When the pupils finish guessing, show each of your word cards.  Some will be able 
to read them. If the group had guessed the word on the card, they ‘keep’ it, if the word on 
the card was not guessed by them, the teacher ‘keeps’ it.   
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(d) At this stage ask what sounds all these words have that are the same. Then ask what 
letters they all have in common.     It is important that the above questions are considered in 
this order so that pupils begin to think in terms of common sound categories first and then 
see how these usually have common spellings. This is training in analogy which is the 
objective of   onset-rime awareness work. In the beginning, it will only make sense to some; 
others might see similar letters but will have no idea at this stage of the link between similar 
symbols and similar sounds.  

Sometimes rhyming words have different spelling patterns. If this happens in this game it 
can be a good opportunity to see that this is indeed sometimes the case and the frequency 
of its occurrence will become clear to them as more ‘Rhyme Time’ games are played.  With 
small groups it helps if children finish such a game by using letter cards to make the stimulus 
word and then change the initial letter to make a different rhyming word.  

The following are some rhyming lists.  You can pick out words that you think are within the 
guessing range of your group (or expand the list if necessary).  

HAT: mat, fat, cat, sat, bat, rat, pat, at, that, brat, flat, tat... 

 MAN: pan, tan, fan, Dan, can, ran, ban, van, an, plan, Jan, … 

 TAP: map, nap, snap, lap, trap, slap, clap, gap, rap... 

 CAR: jar, bar, tar, far, star... 

 SAD: had, lad, mad, glad, Dad, bad… 

 BAG: flag, tag, rag,  wag… 

 BALL: fall, tall, wall, call, hall, small, all… 

BLACK: rack, back, sack, Jack, pack, track, snack... 

HILL: ill, fill, will, sill, still, pill, kill, till, spill, mill, Jill, bill… 

SIT: lit, knit, bit, fit, pit, hit, spit, it, kit, ... 

TIN: bin, fin, chin, in, thin, grin, win, pin, skin, spin… 

SWIM: dim, Tim, Jim, slim, Kim, him... 

BELL: shell, smell, well, tell, sell, sell, hell, spell, fell… 

NET: yet, let, wet, get, set, pet, met, jet, vet… 

DOT: spot, shot, tot, cot, not, hot,   got, rot, lot, trot, pot… 
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POP: shop, hop, bop, mop, stop, top, drop… 

FROG: bog, jog, log, dog, fog… 

MUG: tug, hug, rug, jug, plug, bug, slug, dug… 

SUM: drum, hum, yum, plum, Mum... 

 

C. Phonemic Awareness 

Phoneme Blending  

It is better to begin with short words (2 or 3 phonemes). It is also a good idea to limit the 
number at the start and have the children ‘win’ a counter for each correct answer. For each 
new round you can change to a different topic as follows:  

(a) Ask children to guess which   things in the classroom you are saying in a funny way ( e.g. 
d-oo-r; b-a-g; b-oo-k; ch-a-lk; ch-ai-r).  

(b) Maybe gather a collection of suitable items/toys and only reveal them as the children 
guess what words you are saying (e.g. m-u-g; p-e-n; b-a-g; p-e-g; d-o-ll; t-o-p; ph-o-ne).   

(c ) Ask them to guess the names of your friends (e.g. T-i-m;  P-a-t; P-au-l; J-oh-n; R-o-b; B-e-
n; T-o-m;  J-i-m; B-o-b).  

Other suitable categories are food and action words. If children find phoneme blending too 
difficult you can go back to onset-rime blending until they build up their blending skills. 

 

2. Phoneme Comparison 

(i) Initial Sounds 

There’s no need to wait for Phonics lessons to get children listening to and thinking about 
initial sounds. Right from the beginning, it is helpful to highlight the initial sounds of the 
children’s names and to draw children’s attention to them e.g. “Who am I thinking about? 
Her name begins with the sound /n/…”  (the children guess Nicola). Words beginning with 
this sound can be explicitly associated with Nicola. Others names can be tested to see if they 
belong to ‘Nicola’s group’. In any class there will be a wide variation in children’s ability to 
identify and categorise initial sounds in this aural/oral way. It is a good early test of how 
phonologically aware kindergarten children are.  Attention can also be drawn to the shape of 
the speech organs when making various sounds. 
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Some children will already be using the letter ‘n’ as a reference point for this sound. By all 
means use the letter to identify the sound but remember the first task is hearing sounds in 
words, linking those that are the same etc.   

‘I spy’ games can be used here.  A set of initial sound pictures and corresponding letters are 
of course very useful.  

(ii) End Sounds 

‘A Tisket, A Tasket, A Green and Yellow Basket’ (Identifying the Final Sound). 

 ‘Just for Me! Phonological Awareness’ (Warner, p 93-94) has an activity in which children 
have to cut out twelve given pictures, then pick out the ones that end in final sound /t/ and 
put them into a paper basket (this can also be made with the template supplied).  

  “A tisket, a tasket, I’ll put a hat into the basket”.    

Using this idea, you can supply a basket which will become a ‘home’ for all words 
encountered that end in /t/. This is a simple activity but very effective in that you find 
children testing words to see if they would qualify for entry into the basket (e.g. testing 
which children in the class will ‘go’ into the basket). Words ending with the sound /t/ can be 
written on cards and put into the basket. Children will see they end (in most cases) with the 
letter ‘t’.   Even though this exercise focuses on /t/ as an end sound, children will tell you 
what end sounds they hear in other words. 

‘Can You Say the Last Sound?’ 

 This is from ‘Phonemic Awareness Activities’ (Wiley Blevins, p40). 

This verse is sung to the tune of ‘Happy Birthday to You’. 

“Can you say the last sound? 

Can you say the last sound? 

It’s the last sound in RABBIT. 

Can you say the last sound?” 

Children isolate and say the final sound. See if they can think of another word with the same 
final sound. A search around the classroom for ideas or children’s own names can help. 

3. Phoneme Deletion 

(i) Children’s names without first sound 
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The best place to start deleting an initial sound is with children’s own names. Call out the 
children’s names without the first sound and see if they will respond to the call (e.g. –icola 
for Nicola; -arry for Barry etc.)  Ask them to explain what you did to their name. It is helpful 
if the children get cards with their names on them and fold back the letter(s) of the initial 
sound. They can then practise saying their name with and without the initial sound, folding 
the name card as required.  

Children love games of identifying words without initial sounds especially if you confine it to 
a category (e.g. foods, drinks, names, school words, etc.).  Most children will be able to 
identify the words but a good way of seeing who has well-developed phonological 
awareness is to see who can actually do the deleting themselves. It will take some children a 
long time! 

(ii) Sally Sound Snatcher (Making new words by deleting initial phonemes) 

Introduce an imaginary Sally Sound Snatcher! (or supply a puppet).  She snatches sounds 
from words! Once she took the word ‘fox’ and snatched the first sound away to make ‘ox’! 
What sound did she snatch? (/f/)   Give other examples.   Now ask what sound she took 
away from   ‘farm’ to make ‘arm’ .  (Other examples: (t)able, (h)at, (l)ate,  (p)each , (c)up, 
(c)at, (m)eat, (s)ink, (m)eat, (s)eat, (j)am, etc.). It may help to have a blank strip of card to 
represent the word and to fold back the initial part each time you want the children to 
delete the initial phoneme. 

It is better to avoid consonant blends at the initial stages of such exercises because subtle 
sound changes occur as a result of the co-articulation of the consonants in the blend. 

Children’s Names: When Sally Sound Snatcher took away the first sounds from these words 
she was left with the names of boys and girls! What are they? 

       Pan (Ann)        Teddy (Eddie)        Wellie (Ellie)     Handy  (Andy) 

      Gemma (Emma)       Crows (Rose)       Spat (Pat)    Skate (Kate) 

4.  Segmenting words into phonemes and reblending 

Elkonin Boxes 

Children can be helped to ‘see’ phonemes in words by having one box drawn for each 
phoneme underneath the picture (Elkonin boxes). You can demonstrate the segmenting of a 
VC word (e.g. at) or a CVC word (e.g. cat) into phonemes using such Elkonin pictures as 
follows: 

Say the word first at normal pace; 

Ask them to watch you closely as you say the word very slowly and move a cube into each 
box  as you say each phoneme; 
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Finally, repeat the word at a normal rate. During this repetition, while blending the sounds 
together, join the cubes together and run your finger (left to right) under the cubes to 
provide a visual representation of the blending process.  

This ability to ‘say-it-and-move-it’ is crucial to phonemic awareness. Lots of work with 
Elkonin boxes helps. 

This exercise can be taken further.  You can point to the first cube and ask the children what 
sound it stands for, then ask about the second cube etc.  As children get to know the letters 
corresponding to these sounds they can put out letter cards instead of cubes.  
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5. Adding and subtracting phonemes; swapping phonemes 

(i) Adding a phoneme to the beginning of a two-phoneme word 

Demonstrate how to represent the phonemes in a two-phoneme word, e.g. ‘at’ (as shown 
above) using two different coloured cubes. Now tell them that you are going to add a sound 
to ‘at’, saying ‘cat’. Show them how to add a different colour cube to the front of the two 
already out.  

Practice can be done with the following VC words: ice-mice (or nice, rice); up-cup (or pup); 
it-bit (or sit, fit, hit, kit etc); in-pin (or win, chin, fin etc.); ill-pill (or Bill, chill, fill etc.); ash-
dash (or mash, rash etc); am-ham (or jam, Sam, etc).  Ask the children to remove the initial 
cube and say the original word.  

Now tell them that you are going to change the word ‘cat to ‘fat’ and show them how to 
change the first cube to a cube of a different colour.  

(ii) Adding a phoneme to the beginning of a two-phoneme word to create a blend 

Such exercises can be done where adding a phoneme at the beginning creates a blend. 
Examples:  no-snow; row-grow (or crow, grow); pie-spy; lie-fly (or sly etc). Again ask children 
to remove the added cube and give you back the original word.  

(iii) Adding an internal phoneme  

Similarly you can start with a two phoneme word like ‘so’ and ask children to add third cube 
to make ‘slow’ (or snow, stow).  Other suitable words are go-grow (or glow); bow-blow; die-
dry etc.  

Depending on the ability of children, you can start with a three phoneme word and add a 
fourth phoneme, e.g. ‘flat’ and see if they can tell you where the new cube will be added.  
You can add further tasks by asking them to take away a counter to make ‘fat’ again, then 
‘at’ etc.   

(iv) ‘Change your name’ (Initial Sound Substitution) 

Children sit in a circle. Teacher demonstrates by skipping around the circle while all sing the 
following to the tune of ‘London Bridge’. 

“Change the first sound in your name, in your name, in your name, 

Change the first sound in your name, what’s your new name?” 

When the verse is over, ‘swap’ the initial sound of the name of the child behind whom you 
are now standing  and say your new name (e.g. Katie and Margaret swap initial sounds and 
become Kargaret  and Matie). 
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Part Two: Beyond Infants 

Note: (i) The activities in Part 1 of this two-part handout can be used as a starting point for 
activities to develop all levels of phonological awareness. With older classes the teacher may 
need more age-appropriate activities.  
 (ii) Once children start formal reading, phonological awareness activities will almost always 
be integrated with other aspects of literacy, especially phonics, word reading and spelling. In 
fact every opportunity will be used to help the pupils apply their phonological awareness 
skills to reading/writing. 
 
A. Activities to develop Syllabic Awareness 
 

Syllable Blending; Syllable Segmentation; Syllable Counting; Syllable Isolation 
Children from 6 years up will probably have a good awareness of syllables. However, 
continued practice in syllable segmentation, counting and isolation is advised to keep the 
skill ‘near at hand’ for literacy tasks. An aural and oral ability with syllables will support 
pupils when visually breaking up words into syllables.  
 
Check their syllable blending skills by saying multisyllablic words with one-second interval 
between syllables. Words from any subject category can be used.  
Continue to test and teach syllable segmentation skills by asking pupils to count out the 
syllables in words (using fingers).  For example, they can divide the names of children in their 
class (or names of favourite football players, animals, months of the year etc.) into one-
syllable, two-syllable, three-syllable groups etc. 
Check pupils’ ability to isolate syllables by presenting (orally) two-syllable words and asking 
pupils to say either the first or second syllable on its own. It is better to start with compound 
words (e.g. starfish, seesaw, earring, football, playground, cowboy, blackberry, doorbell, 
oilskin, rainbow, outside, toothbrush etc.) and then move onto other two- syllable words 
that are not compound words. Three-syllable words can them be attempted asking pupils to 
isolate perhaps the middle syllable etc. Continued use of paper post it stickers as explained 
in Part 1 (Syllable Isolation) is useful at all ages to give a visual representation of the syllables 
and the removal of one syllable etc.     
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B. Onset-Rime Awareness (Rhyming) 
 
Rhyme Recognition 
(i) You may need more age-appropriate ways of testing/teaching pupils’ rhyme recognition 
than described in Part 1. A suggestion is to simply ask children to supply a name of a food 
which rhymes with a given word. 

Examples: red (bread); parrot (carrot); please (cheese or peas!); seat (meat); gutter 

(butter); shingles (Pringles); lisps (crisps); Pam (ham or jam); Jake (cake) etc. It is easy to 

create such word lists based on the children’s interests, e.g. Children’s names, drinks, 

school words, animals, soccer players etc.  

(ii) Activities with pictures that ‘rhyme’ 
Rhyming pictures continue to be a good teaching resource for older pupils. .  

 Timed odd-man-out exercises – up to 16 sets of 4 picture cards can be displayed with 
one odd-man-out in each one.  

 Snap games (pictures only).  
 Matching words to ‘rhyming pictures’ – you can see to what extent pupils’ analogy 

skills are developed by doing one picture-word match in each of a few rhyming sets 
and seeing if they can work out the others. 

 Snap games using pictures and words. 
 
2.  Rhyme Completion Exercises 
 
 “What word rhymes with log and starts with the sound /f/?”  (fog) 
Other examples using the same structure as this item involve rhyming pairs as follows: 
night (fight); race (face); can (fan); door (four) etc. Because this involves phoneme 
substitution according to specific requirements, it can be quite a good test of phonological 
awareness and an activity worth practising. 
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3. Rhyme Production Exercises 
 Some pupils need lots of practice at producing rhyme e.g. daily drills in which they produce 
rhyming words to a given stimulus. They need to build up a ‘dictionary’ of rhyming words if 
they are to be able to use the rhyming skill productively in reading and writing.   
 
‘Rhyme Time Game’ (supplying rhyming words to a given picture stimulus) 
 This game, already described in Part 1, plays a more important role in older classes. It goes 
beyond phonological awareness in that it involves not just rhyming but also reading and 
drawing attention to the shared spelling patterns (i.e. analogy training).  Some children are 
very reluctant to look to rhyming and analogy as a first support in instances of encoding or 
decoding.  For example, when they want to spell or read the word ‘stack’ they will not 
readily relate it to ‘black’ even though they may know how to read and write the word 
‘black’.  Research (such as that carried out by Usha Goswami) has shown that children with 
the best rhyming skills use analogies the most. Perhaps it is because they know they have a 
rich ‘dictionary’ of rhyme near at hand that they can access and use. For children who are 
naturally weak at phonological awareness, we must not only train them to rhyme and to 
build up this ‘data base’ of rhyming words but also show them how to apply this knowledge 
to help them read and spell by  analogy.  This game serves this purpose. 
 
Materials required for this game: Picture as a rhyming stimulus, cards with words that rhyme 
with the stimulus (see lists below). 
Steps: (a) Show the picture, e.g. picture of a train and ask for rhyming words. 

           (b) List pupils’ (correct) responses on BB.  List real words only but let pupils suggest 
nonsense words if they wish. Explain the difference between real and nonsense words.  
 

 (c) When the pupils finish guessing, show each of your word cards.  If they had 
guessed the word on the card, they ‘keep’ it, if the word on the card was not guessed by 
them, the teacher ‘keeps’ it.  If the teacher manages to ‘win’   four cards (i.e. if there are 
four rhyming words on cards that the pupils hadn’t guessed) she wins. If the teacher ends 
up with less than four cards, the class wins. (Of course you can negotiate with the class 
how many ‘unguessed’ cards constitute a victory for the teacher). 

 (d) At this stage ask what sounds all these words have that are the same. Then ask 
what letters they all have in common. This is training in analogy which is the objective of   
onset-rime awareness work.   
Some further points about this game:  
 (i) Children will quickly realise that if they go through all the initial consonant sounds 
of the alphabet they can make rhyming words. In switching initial sounds they are really 
getting practice at substituting phonemes thus phonemic awareness is also being developed 
here.  It is also a good opportunity for them to see how a blend of two sounds, e.g. /sp/ can 
be used as an onset and thus give further possibilities for rhyming. This helps develop an 
awareness of blends. 

 (ii) Sometimes  rhyming words have  different spelling patterns e.g. in the case of 
words rhyming with train, the words ‘crane’ , ‘pane’, ‘plane’, ‘sane’ etc.  If this happens it 
can be a   good opportunity to see that this is indeed sometimes the case and the 
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frequency of its occurrence will become clear to them as more ‘Rhyme Time’ games are 
played. 

 

Part 1of this handout has a list of CVC stimulus words and lists of rhyming words for the 
younger classes. The following 12 are some further possibilities but of course the list is 
endless.  

 

PINK: drink, stink, wink, rink, sink, brink, link, kink, shrink, slink, think… 
MATCH: catch, latch, batch, latch, patch, thatch, scratch, hatch… 
WINE: pine, mine, twine, spine, shine, dine, fine, brine, vine, Rhine, whine, shrine… 
FACE: place, pace, grace, space, trace, lace, brace, race, embrace… 
TRAIN: pain, plain, rain, brain, drain, Spain, grain, stain, strain, main… 
ROOM: broom, gloom, groom, bloom, doom, zoom, boom… 
HEAT: meat, seat, treat, wheat, bleat, beat, eat, neat… 
SLIDE: ride, side, stride, wide, bride, glide, pride, tide… 
PLATE: gate, hate, grate, skate, mate, slate, late, state, rate, crate, fate, Kate… 
NIGHT: bright, sight, fight, fright, light, might, right, tight, slight, height… 
CAKE: sake, make, bake, take, rake, drake, wake, fake, flake, shake, quake, brake… 
MICE: nice, lice, spice, slice, rice, twice, dice, ice, price, thrice… 
 
 
C. Phonemic Awareness 

 

(i) Phoneme Segmentation, Counting, Identification, Addition and Subtraction 

The following sequence of activities may be useful both to help find a pupil’s level in 
phonemic awareness and to supply more practice: 
 
(a)‘Say-it-and-move-it’ using Elkonin boxes (see Part 1) 
This is a good place to start looking into pupils’ phonemic awareness.  Show a picture of e.g. 
a tap with three boxes drawn underneath (Elkonin picture – it can of course be homemade!).  
See if they can move a cube into each box as they say the phonemes /t/ /a/ /p/. This will 
need to be demonstrated clearly – getting the one-to-one correspondence between cube 
and phoneme is very important. When the cubes are in place, point to one of the cubes and 
ask them which phoneme it represents.  Examine others similarly.  Pupils can also do this 
with letters. CVC words in which a digraph represents a sound can also be used. (e.g. ship, 
peach). In such examples, when doing the say-it-and-move-it exercises with letter cards, it is 
important that the two letters of the digraph should be on one card to avoid confusion.  
Having done the above encoding exercises it is a good idea to present the same words in 
written form afterwards for decoding. Some pupils will not be able to decode the same 
words they were so easily able to encode a few minutes earlier! They may need practice at 
every step of the transfer process. 
(b) Phoneme Substitution/Sound Switch 
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Continuing from (a) above (the word ‘tap’), tell pupils you want to change one cube to make 
the word ‘nap’. See if they can change the first cube. Now ask them to change one cube to 
make the word ‘rap’.  You can also change the end sound e.g. change one cube to make ‘rat’.  
Again this can be done with letters.  A suitable list for such substitution exercises is cat, cap, 
cop, pop, pot, pit, sit, set. 
Again, check their ability to decode the same words after they have encoded them. 
(c) Phoneme addition to create a blend 

Continuing from the above (from the word ‘rap’), ask pupils to add a cube to make the 
word ‘trap’. And where would they add another cube again to show the word ‘strap’?  
Check that they can also take away the added phoneme to get back the original word. 
Also do with letters. A suitable list for such exercises is: lips, flips, flaps, flap, lap, clap, 
clasp, crasp (from ‘The Phonological Awareness Kit - Intermediate’ (Robertson and Salter, 
p. 42). As before check their ability to decode the same words immediately after.  
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It is worth spending some time on aural exercises which get pupils aware of blends - it will 
precipitate their acquisition of phonic blends in reading and spelling. A structured approach 
to this could be as follows: 
First deal with adding an initial phoneme to make a blend: 

 Ask them to make the word ‘lap’ with 3 cubes. Make sure they know which phoneme 
each cube  stands for; 

 Ask them to add a cube to make the word ‘slap’. Other such examples are lip-slip; 
rat-brat; rim-brim; top-stop; rip-trip; rot-trot etc. Check that they can remove the 
right cube to get back to the original word each time.  

 You can get them to do these two steps with letters if you are sure they are familiar 
enough with the sound-letter correspondences in question. 

 See if they can respond orally (without cubes/letters) to examples of words 
presented orally, e.g. “what do I add to ‘top’ to make ‘stop’”?  Can they tell you 
which phoneme is added and where. Also include examples (orally) of   pairs like low-
slow; row-crow; ray-pray; rye-cry; way-sway which might be too confusing or 
difficult to do with letter cards.  

Now deal with adding an internal phoneme to create an initial blend: 
 Ask pupils to make the word ‘bat’ using three cubes. Make sure they know which 

phoneme each cube stands for. 
 Ask them to add a cube to make the word ‘brat’!  Other examples are: Sam-slam; sit-

slit; tap-trap; fat-flat; pan-plan; bed-bled etc. 
 See if they can do these steps using letter cards. 
 See if they can respond orally without cubes or letter cards to examples of words 

presented orally, e.g. “What do I add to the word ‘pan’ to make ‘plan’”? Again you 
can include words for oral work that may be too difficult to do with letters, e.g. so-
slow; bow-blow; sigh-spy; pay-pray etc. 

 Similarly work can be done on final blends. It is not necessary of course to cover all 
blends. Reflective work on a sample will give them a productive understanding of the 
system. 

 
Children should be able to do letterless and lettered versions of the above exercises, adding 
and subtracting cubes and letters until they are quite confident with encoding and decoding 
VC, CVC, CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC words.  As our emphasis is on phonemic awareness, it is better 
not to make demands on them to use letter cards if you think they are not sure of the 
sound-symbol correspondences involved.  
 
 (ii) Deleting initial and final phonemes 
Phoneme deletion games as described in Part 1 of the handout are popular with older 
children too. Present words (orally) without their first sound giving them the category as a 
clue, e.g. drinks and see if they can identify the original word and tell you what you’ve done 
to it (examples:        ‘-ine’ for ‘wine’;  ‘-uice’ for ‘juice’; ‘-oke’ for ‘coke’; ‘-offee’ for ‘coffee’ 
etc). Finally see if they can present similar examples with the initial phoneme deleted.  If not, 
they will need further practice at a receptive level with this type of exercise. 
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If children have managed the ‘Sally Sound Snatcher’ games as in Part 1 they can be extended 
as follows:  
Parts of the Body: When Sally Sound Snatcher took away the first sound from these words 
she was left with some part of your body.  What part is it? 
       Snail (nail)       Farm (arm)       Pie (eye)        Stow (toe) 
       Clip (lip)         Stung (tongue)       Fear (ear)       Clap (lap) 
 Now Sally Sound Snatcher is going to steal sounds from the ends of words: If she changes 
‘beef’ to ‘bee’ she’s taken away the last sound /f/  
 What sound does she snatch if she changes ‘toad’ to ‘toe’?; if she changes ‘teeth’ to ‘tea’?; if 
she changes ‘ pipe’ to ‘pie’?; if she changes ‘bean’ to ‘bee’?; if she changes ‘peel’ to ‘pea’? 
etc.  

Now ask what word Sally Sound Snatcher is left with when she  takes the final sound from 
the following words:  pain.....(pay)      train.....(tray)        tent.....(ten)     bone.....(bow)     
safe.....(say)     heel.....(he)     tide.....(tie)  etc. 
Children’s Names:   Sally Sound Snatcher wanted to collect more children’s names so she 
snatched the final sounds from the following words. What names did she make? 
     Joke (Joe)     Soon (Sue)     Cake (Kay)     Face (Faye)    Rain (Ray)     Gate (Gay) 
     Join (Joy)       Ant (Anne) 

 
Nonsense Spelling tests 

A good insight into pupils’ phonemic awareness is got by giving children a nonsense spelling 
test.  This is a test of both phonological awareness and sound-symbol awareness.  

(a) The following list tests the child’s phonemic awareness and sound-symbol awareness in 
CVC words: 
gat; yef; mip; sot; nup; har; lem; hig; bon; mus. 
More difficult is a test involving  blends as follows: 
 gron; cled; mond; fust; flant; brulk; spink;  shrept; splant;  sprift.  
(c) A nonsense spelling test involving ‘long’ vowel sounds gives you an idea of how pupils 
‘view’ what you present to them and  you will see what strategies they are using to encode 
such words, e.g. if they are using rhyming words to help them spell. Of course in many cases 
there are a few acceptable ways of spelling.  
shile;  croat; spake;  preed; flube; heech;  waint; brool; grike; dreek.   
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Phonological Awareness Training: Checklist of Objectives. 
 
A. Syllabic Awareness 
 
Are the pupils able to do the following: 
1. Clap their hands or tap their knees rhythmically while saying rhymes? 
2. Blend syllables together to make a word? (e.g. on hearing  ‘teach’- ‘er’, can they say  
‘teacher’?) 
3. Segment words into syllables and count the number of syllables in a word? (‘teacher’ ..... 
‘teach’- ‘er’ i.e. two syllables)   
4. Isolate one syllable of a word (e.g. first syllable, second syllable, etc.) and say it on its 
own? 
 
B. Onset - Rime Awareness (Rhyming) 
 
Are the pupils able to do the following: 
1.  Recite nursery rhymes? 
2.  Recognise rhyming words? (e.g. Tell you if words they hear, or see pictures of, rhyme with 
one another? ) 
3.  Recognise the odd one out in a set of rhyming words? 
Produce a word to rhyme with a given word? (e.g. think up  words to rhyme with a picture or 
an  orally presented word or complete a rhyming couplet in a rhyming poem or story). 
Use rhyme to help them spell and read new words by analogy?  
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C. Phonemic Awareness (Individual Sounds) 
 
Are the pupils able to do the following tasks? 
1.  Blend together phonemes they hear to make a word? (s-u-n.....sun) 
2.  Tell whether pairs of words, presented orally are the same or different if the words in 
some pairs differ according to one phoneme? (e.g. pan.....pan;   peck.....pet; big.....bog) 
3.  Identify the initial sound in words by picking out words with the same initial sounds from 
either a set of pictures or a set of orally presented words? 
4.  Isolate and say the initial sound of words? 
5. Think of words beginning with a given initial sound? 
6.  Identify the final sound in words by picking out words with the same final sound from 
either a set of objects or pictures or a set of orally presented words? 
7.  Isolate and say the end sound of a word? 
8.  Produce other words with a given end sound?  
9. Identify the middle sound of words by picking out words with the same middle sound 
from a given list? 
10. Isolate and say the middle sound of words? 
11. Indicate which position in a word (beginning, middle or end) a given phoneme occupies? 
(e.g. is the sound /s/ at the beginning, middle or end of the word ‘silly’?) 
12. Segment words into phonemes and count the phonemes? 
13. Produce a new word by deleting the initial phoneme of a given word? (e.g. say the word 
‘farm’ without the /f/ ..... ‘arm’)? 
14. Produce a new word by deleting the final phoneme from a word? (e.g. say the word 
‘meat’ without the /t/ ..... ‘me’) 
15. Produce a new word by deleting a middle sound (e.g. say ‘smoke’ without the /m/ ..... 
‘soak’)? 
16. Produce a new word by adding a phoneme to the beginning of a word? (e.g. if we add /f/ 
to ‘ox’, what word do we make?) 
17. Produce a new word by adding a phoneme to the end of a word? (e.g. if we add /t/ to 
the word ‘me’ what word do we make? (meat) 
18. Substitute one phoneme for another (e.g. substitute the phoneme /s/ instead of the 
initial phoneme of the names of pupils and create new names - Sichael, Soseph, Somas, 
etc.)? 
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APPENDIX 7 
 

Phonics/Spelling Programme 

 
The phonics programme in the school is based on the Newell Literacy Programme Books 1-7.  
Newell is a multi-sensory approach which concentrates on fusing the sounds of individual 
letters into syllables and words for reading, writing and spelling.  The spelling programme is, 
therefore, also based on Newell. 
 
 
 
Class Newell Book(s) Lessons Phonic Skills 
Junior Infants Used as a 

Resource when 
required 

  
Senior Infants   

1st Class 1 
 

Revision and 
consolidation 

Letter sounds A-Z 
 

2nd Class 2 
 
 

1-10 
 

Initial and final blends – 
two, three and four 
letter words 

3rd Class 3 1-12 Initial and final blends 
and consonant digraphs 

   
4th Class 4 1-14 Vowel, consonant, ‘E’ 

rule 
 

5th Class 5 1-15 -ILD, -OLT, -OLD,       -
INT, -OST, -IND 
 

6th Class 6 1-15 Vowel dipthongs  
 

 6 22-42 Vowel dipthongs 
 

 7 21-61 Suffixes and prefixes 
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APPENDIX 8 
 

Writing Genre Schedule 2020/2021 
 

2020/2021 Writing Genres Comprehension Strategies Speaking and Listening 
September Recount Recalling pg. 166 

Questioning pg. 155 
Retelling and Elaborating 
Requests and Questions  
 

October Procedure Making Connections pg. 137 Demonstration of Understanding  

November Persuasive Inferring pg. 144 Social Conventions and Awareness of 
Others  

December Letter Writing Predicting p.133      Auditory discrimination 
Acquisition and use of language 
 

January 
 

Narrative Synthesising p.148                                  Auditory Discrimination 
Demonstration of understanding 
requests and questions 
 

February Narrative Re-reading p.169                                             
Adjusting reading rate p.169 
 

Sentence Structure and Grammar 

March Poetry Creating Images pg. 151                             Playful and Creative Use of Language 
 

April Poetry Comparing pg. 141 Acquisition and use of Vocabulary  
 

May Report Determining importance p.163         
Consulting a reference p.169                      

Information giving, explanation and 
justification 
 

June Report Using analogy p.169  
Skimming p.158                                       
Scanning p.160 

Categorisation  
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Genre Explanation Found In 
1. Recount -tells about things that have 

happened 
-tells about the events in the order in 
which they happened 
-framework is who, what, when, 
where, why and how 

- storybooks 
-newspapers 
-letters and e-mails 
-diaries 
-history books 
-eye witness accounts 

2. Procedure/ Lists for 1st and 
2nd  

-tells how something is done 
-gives instructions on how to operate 
things 
-shows steps for making and doing 

-cookery books 
-games 
-assembly kits 
-science books 
-route finders 

3.Exposition /Persuasive Writing -gives our point of view 
-shows a particular point of view 
-argues a case 

-advertisements 
-letters and emails 
-reviews of books, films or 
television programmes 
- debates, presentations, speeches 
 

4. Letter Writing - to communicate -magazines 
-newspapers 
 

5.Narrative -stories 
-fairy tales 
-legends 
-fables 
-plays 

-picture books 
-storybooks 
-novels 
-poetry books 
-comics 
-film scripts 

6.Poetry Rhymes 
Free Verse 
Narrative 
Haiku 
Acrostic 
Limericks 
 

Poems and  
Rhymes 

7.Report writing -gives information about objects, 
places, animals, people 

-non-fiction books 
-newspapers 
-encyclopaedias 
-magazines 
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APPENDIX 9 
Punctuation Programme 

 
Senior Infants o Draw yourself and write your name 

o Find capital letters in words 
o Find capital letters in lists of letters 
o Matching lower case to capital letters 
o Copy lower case and capital letters 
o Write the correct lower case letter 

with the capital letter 
o Rewrite sentences using capital 

letters and full stops 
o Identifying correct sentences ie. with 

capital letter and full stop. 
 

First Class: 
 

o Revision of capital letters / full 
stops 
o Capital letters in months, days, 
titles, places. 
o Capital letter ~ ‘I’ 
o Question Marks 

Second Class o Ordering the days /months ~ capital 
letters 

o Commas ~ writing lists 
o Writing addresses correctly 
o Exclamation Marks! 
o Using exclamation marks as 

punctuation marks in a sentence. 
o Speech Marks 
o Rewriting sentences / short passages 

using correct punctuation ~ revision 
of above work. 

o Composing short stories from 
pictorial clues, paying attention to 
correct punctuation 

 
Third Class: 
 

o Revision of punctuation concepts to 
date. 

o Rewriting passages correctly ~ capital 
letters, full stops, commas. 

o Use of comma ~ not before ‘and’ 
o Changing sentences to questions 
o Identifying sentences where commas 

should be used 
o Further work on speech punctuation 
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Fourth Class: 
 

o Use of hyphens 
o Use of apostrophe 
o Apostrophes for possession 
o Apostrophes to shorten words 
o Apostrophe ~ use with plural nouns 

ending in s 
o Semi – Colon  
o Negatives 

 
Fifth Class: 
 

o Revision of punctuation concepts to 
date 

o Contractions 
o Direct and Indirect Speech 
o Working with tenses, prepositions 

and clauses. 
o ‘I’ or ‘me’ 

 
Sixth Class: 
 

o Revision of punctuation concepts to 
date 

o Dashes 
o The Colon 
o Simple Sentences 
o Compound /Complex Sentences 
o The Passive Voice 
o Use of Brackets in sentences 
o Conditionals 
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APPENDIX 10 
 

Grammar Programme 
 

Senior Infants o Identifying / Ticking the correct 
sentence e.g. I had some sweet / I 
had some sweets. 

o Rewriting sentences and putting the 
words into the correct order. 

o Agreeing / Disagreeing with 
statements e.g. The dog flew away 
[Yes / No] 

o Filling in the missing words in 
sentences 

o Selecting the correct word to 
complete a sentence  e.g. The cat was 
---- the table [up /on] 

o Selecting the correct word to 
complete a sentence, using pictorial 
clues. 
 

First Class: 
 

o Writing a sentence about a picture 
o Rewriting sentences and putting 

words in the correct order 
o Noun ~ Completing sentences with 

appropriate nouns 
o Adjectives ~ Adding adjectives to 

enhance a sentence 
o Filling the blanks in short passages 

using nouns/verbs/adjectives. 
o Writing simple sentences to describe 

what is happening in the picture 
o Writing sentences in singular / plural  

~ are / is.  
o  
 

Second Class o Revision of concepts of singular 
/plural; past / present tense, as 
introduced in first class. 

o Verb ~ Finding the missing verb to 
complete a sentence 

o Identifying verbs in a sentence 
o Completion of a short story using 

suitable words / phrases [Cloze 
Procedure] 

o Constructing a sentence from a noun, 
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a verb and an adjective Rewriting 
instructions in the correct order 

o Writing sentences using verbs in past, 
present and future tense 

o Further exercises ~ past /present 
tense, singular / plural 

o Writing about pictures, using 
nouns/pronouns, verbs and 
adjectives 
 

Third Class: 
 

o Verbs ~ grouping into categories, e.g. 
run = dash, sprint, jog, chase, rush 
etc. 

o Pronoun ~ Exercises replacing nouns 
with suitable pronouns 

o Selecting correct pronouns for 
different sentences 

o Making sentences more interesting 
by changing the verb,  e.g. I went to 
school 

o Writing short pieces, e.g. newspaper 
reports, diary etc in the first, second 
or third person [singular / plural] 

o Completion of sentences using 
personal pronouns 

o Collective Nouns ~ writing the 
collective noun for different groups. 

o Using singular /plural or both? 
o Changing from singular to plural 
o Extending sentences 
o Conjunctions ~ rewriting sentences 

using conjunctions 
o Adjectives ~ Grouping adjectives by 

type, e.g., colours ~ dull, dark, red, 
scarlet, beige etc. 

o Changing a short written passage by 
replacing the adjectives 
 

Fourth Class: 
 

o Changing nouns from singular to 
plurals ‘RULES’ 

o Preposition ~ Completion of 
sentences using correct  prepositions 

o Rewriting given passages / short 
stories in the past /present / future 
tense. 

o List adjectives to describe a picture ~ 
write a short passage using the 
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adjectives from your list 
o Using comparative adjectives to 

describe pictures. 
o Constructing sentences using 

comparative adjectives. 
o Changing adjectives to comparative 

adjectives ~ spelling rules. 
o Compiling lists of comparative 

adjectives, going from least to most, 
e.g. tiny, small, big, huge, enormous. 

o Further ‘tense’ work 
o Find / Invent collective nouns for 

different groups 
o Adverbs ~ classifying by ‘where’ 

‘when’ ‘how’ 
o Sentence construction, using adverbs 

in the sentences. 
o Finding a number of adverbs that can 

be used with a list of verbs 
 

Fifth Class: 
 

o Adding prepositions to sentences 
o In all writing activities, check for the 

correct use of words. 
o Agreement of singular and plural with 

nouns and verbs 
o The use of double negatives, e.g. I’m 

not going nowhere. 
o Classifying nouns by type ~ proper, 

common, collective, abstract. 
o Review of personal pronouns 
o Clauses ~ Adding second clauses to 

sentences 
o Direct and Indirect speech 
o  

Sixth Class: 
 

o Clarifying / further practice with 
pronouns & prepositions 

o Subject and Object in a sentence 
o Correct use of formal language 
o Adjectives ~ comparative / 

superlative  ~ Making a table  
o Review of past work  
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APPENDIX 11 
 

First Steps Writing Development Continuum 
Ideas for teaching: page numbers of Writing DC book in brackets. 
Name of Pupil:                                         Date:                          Class:                   Teacher: 
 
Role Play Writing  
Key Indicators 

Experimental Writing 
Key Indicators 

Early Writing 
Key Indicators 

Conventional Writing 
Key Indicators 

The writer:  
Content, Organisation 
& Contextual 
Understandings (28-
31) 
assigns a message to 
own symbols 
understands that 
writing and drawing 
are different e.g. 
points to words while 
‘reading’ 
is aware that print 
carries a message 
Concepts & 
Conventions 
(32-33) 
uses known letters or 
approximations of 
letters to represent 
written language 
shows beginning 
awareness of 

The Writer:  
Content, Organisation & 
Contextual Understandings (43-46) 
reads back own writing 
attempts familiar forms of writing, 
e.g. lists, letters, recounts, stories, 
messages 
writes using simplified oral 
language structures, e.g. “I brt 
loles” 
uses writing to convey meaning 
Concepts & Conventions (47-49) 
realises that print contains a 
constant message 
uses left  to right  and top to 
bottom orientation of print 
demonstrates one-to-one 
correspondence between written 
and spoken word 
Strategies (50) 
relies heavily on the most obvious 
sounds of a word 
 

The Writer: 
Content, Organisation & Contextual 
Understandings (61-64) 
uses a small range of familiar text forms 
chooses topics that are personally 
significant 
uses basic sentence structures and varies 
sentence beginnings 
can explain in context, some of the 
purposes of using writing, e.g. shopping 
list or telephone messages as a memory 
aid 
Word Usage (65-66) 
experiments with words drawn from 
language experience activities, literature, 
media and oral language of peers and 
others 
Editing (67) 
begins to develop editing skills 
Language Conventions (68-70) 
attempts to use some punctuation 
Strategies (71-72) 
talks with others to plan and revise own 

The Writer: 
Content, Organisation & Contextual 
Understandings (83 – 87) 
uses text form to suit purpose and audience 
can explain why some text forms may be more 
appropriate than others to achieve a specific 
purpose 
writes a range of text forms including stories, 
reports, procedures, and expositions 
uses a variety of simple, compound and 
extended sentences 
groups sentences containing related information 
into paragraphs 
Word Usage (88-89) 
is beginning to select vocabulary according to 
the demands of audience and purpose, e.g. uses 
subject specific vocabulary 
Editing (90) 
uses proof reading guide or checklist to edit own 
or peers’ writing 
Language Conventions (91-92) 
punctuates simple sentences correctly 
Strategies (93) 
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directionality; i.e. 
points to where print 
begins. 

 writing. uses a range of strategies for planning, revising 
and publishing own written texts  

Children are said to be working in a phase when they exhibit all the Key Indictors for that phase.  Exception: Role Play 
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APPENDIX 12 
Literacy Initiatives Corpus Christi 2020/2021  

 
Station Teaching: 
Class Initiative Time Scale 

Junior Infants 1 
Ms. Siobhán Kelly 

>Class Teacher +  1 S.E.T, 1SNA 
 Literacy Stations; 
 Nursery 

Rhyme/Language, 
Phonological Awareness, 
Writing, independent 
stations  

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
8:55am-9:50am 
 

Junior Infants 2 
Ms. Elma Collins 

Class Teacher + 2 S.E.Ts 
 Literacy Stations; Nursery 

Rhyme/Language, 
Phonological Awareness, 
Writing, independent 
stations  

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
9:00am- 9.50am 

Senior Infants 1 
Mr. Shane Byrnes 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

Reading, Writing, oral 
language, independent 
stations 

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
9:10am-10:00am 

Senior Infants 2 
Ms. Liam Kelly 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

Reading, Writing, Word 
work, Phonics  

 Reading Recovery 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
9.45am – 10.30am 

First Class 1 
Ms. Kevin Harnett 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

Reading, Writing, Word 
work 
Phonics  

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 
 

Monday-Friday 
8:55am-9:45am 
 
Thursday & Friday- The 
Writing Workshop 
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First Class 2 
Ms. Emma Coughlan 
 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 1SNA 
 Literacy Stations; Writing, 

Reading, Word work, 1 
independent (fine motor 
skills) stations  

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
8:55am - 9:45am 
 
 
 

Second Class 1 
Ms. Kate Walsh 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 SGLI - 2 Reading and 2 

Independent stations 
 Whole Class Oral 

language and Phonics 
 Writing Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday-Wednesday 
9:00am-10:00am 
 
Thursday & Friday- 
9.00am-10.00am 
Writing Workshop 
 

Second Class 2 
Mr. Chris Farley 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
Whole class phonics/grammar 

 Literacy Stations; 
Writing/Reading,  

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
9:00am-10:00am 
 
 

Third Class 1 
Ms. Deirdre O’Regan 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

Writing/Grammar, 
Reading,  

2 Independent Stations 
 Writing Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday-Wednesday 
9:55am-10:45am 
 
 
Thursday -Friday-  
Writing Workshop 
 

Third Class 2 
Mr. Philip Mullins 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

Writing/Grammar, 
Reading, Independent 
Station 

 Writing /Oral Language 
Whole Class 

 DEAR 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday-Wednesday 
9.55am – 10.45am 
 
Thursday -Friday- Writing  
and Oral language (Whole 
Class) 
 

Fourth Class 1 
Ms. Aisling McGrath 

>Class Teacher +1 S.E.T 
 4 Literacy Stations; 

Reading, Writing, Familiar 
Reading (SNA) Indepen. 
spelling station 

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday-Friday 
9.40am – 10.45am 
  

Fourth Class 2 Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T. Monday- Wednesday 
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Mr. D. O’Conchúir 
 
 
 

 4 Literacy Stations; 
Reading, writing, Indep. 
Spellings, Independent 
station 

 Writing Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

9:00am-10.00am 
 
Thursday – Friday 
9.00am – 10.00am 

Fifth Class 1 
Ms. Orfhlaith 
Prendergast 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

4 Stations:  Writing, Reading, 
Independent Spelling Station 

 Children withdrawn for 
Individual support 

Monday - Friday  
 11.30am – 12.30pm 

Fifth Class 2 
Mr. Diarmuid Hickey 
 
 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T 
 Literacy Stations; 

4 Stations:  Reading, Oral 
language, Independent grammar, 
Independent phonics Station 

 Writing Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, Friday  
9:15am-10:15am 
 
Tuesday – 1.05pm to 
1.40pm 
 
Tuesday, Wednesday -  
Writing Workshop 

Sixth Class 1 
Ms. Mairéad Ryan 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T. 
 Literacy Stations; 
4 Stations – Reading, Writing 
and 2 Independent 
 Friday – Writing 

Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday - Thursday 
 9.50am – 10.45am 
 
Friday – Writing 
Workshop 

Sixth Class 2 
Ms. Clare Curtin 

Class Teacher + 1 S.E.T. 
 Literacy Stations; 
4 Stations – Reading, Writing 
and 2 Independent 
 Friday – Writing 

Workshop 
 Children withdrawn for 

Individual support 

Monday - Thursday 
 9.50am– 10.45am 
 
Friday – Writing 
Workshop 

 
Other Literacy Initiatives: 

 Talk Boost Action Plan- Early Talk Boost, Talk Boost & Talk Boost 2- Junior 
Infants-4th Class 

 Aistear Action Plan- Junior Inafnts-1st Class 
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APPENDIX 13 
 

Schedule of Testing- Literacy  
2020/21 

 
 
Junior Infants 
Teacher designed tests for literacy or any other tests deemed relevant administered 
throughout the year. 
 
September/October 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
 
December 
Reading Recovery Letter ID- letter name and sound 
 
February 
Dolch Word Reading Test (Words covered to date) 
Reading Recovery Letter ID- letter name and sound 
Phonological Awareness- Rhyme Production, Rhyme Discrimination 
 
May/June 
Reading Recovery Letter ID- letter name and sound 
Dolch Word List- Pre Primer list 
Concepts about Print 
Phonological awareness (See Junior Infant Literacy Action Plan) 
Book Reading- Running Record (Where applicable) 
Letter Formation 
Reading Recovery-Dictated Sentence 
First Steps Reading and Writing Phases of development 
Drumcondra Orla Language Indicators 
 
 
  
Senior Infants 
Teacher designed tests for literacy or any other tests deemed relevant administered 
throughout the year. 
 
September/October 
Drumcondra Oral language Indicators 
 
December 
Reading Recovery Letter ID- letter name and sound 
Dolch Word Lists Pre primer & Primer 
Book Level - Running Record & Comprehension 
Writing Vocabulary/Dictated sentence 
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May/June  
Drumcondra Early literacy test 
Dolch Word Lists- Pre-Primer and Primer 
Phonological awareness 
Book Level- Running Record & Comprehension 
Concepts about Print 
Writing Vocabulary/Dictated sentence 
First Steps Reading and Writing Phases of Development 
Reading Recovery Letter ID- letter name and sound (for children who have not fully 
consolidated letter/sound knowledge) 
**Based on results some children may also be tested using The Bus Story 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
First Class 
Teacher designed tests for numeracy literacy or any other tests deemed relevant 
administered throughout the year. 
 
September/October 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
 
December 
Dolch Word Lists 
Book Level - Running Record & Comprehension 
Writing vocabulary/Dictated sentence 
 
 
May/June 
Micra T 
Dolch Word Lists 
Phonological awareness 
Book Level- Running Record & Comprehension 
Concepts about print 
Writing Vocabulary/Dictated sentence 
First Steps Reading and Writing Phases of Development 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Second Class 
Teacher designed tests for literacy or any other tests deemed relevant administered 
throughout the year. 
 
September/October 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
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December 
Book Level - Running Record & Comprehension 
Woodcock Johnson Spelling Test (to be administered in levelled groups with support 
of SETs as required) 
 
 
May/June 
Micra T 
Woodcock Johnson Spelling Test 
Book Level- Running Record & Comprehension 
First Steps Reading and Writing Phases of Development 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Third to Sixth Class 
Teacher designed tests for literacy administered intermittently throughout the term. 
 
September/October 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
Schonell Spelling test 
CAT4 (Third Class only) 
 
December 
Woodcock Johnson Spelling Test (to be administered whole class/levelled groups 
with support of SETs as required) 
 
May/June 
Micra T 
Woodcock Johnson Spelling Test 
First Steps Reading and Writing phases of development 
Language Tests 
Schonell Reading Test 
Schonell Spelling test 
Drumcondra Oral Language Indicators 
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APPENDIX 14 
 

ICT Zone Plan: 
Junior and Senior Infants: 

 Children are exposed to ICT on a daily basis. 
 Children use the interactive stylus for activities on the interactive 

whiteboard. 
 Children are exposed to a variety of ICT whole class software 

programmes such as Bua na Cainte and Grow in Love. 
 Children will learn the vocabulary needed to identify a range of digital 

tools in the classroom including the interactive whiteboard, projector, 
laptop, mouse, keyboard and iPad. 

 Children will learn how to power on and off the iPads, turn up and down 
the volume, how to locate relevant apps on the iPads and how to switch 
from one app to another (where possible children will pair up with a 
senior class for a block of ICT sessions to learn these skills). 

 Children will use the iPads to read eBooks on apps such as Oxford Owl 
and Star Fall, to play phonics games and use maths applications. 

 Children will develop fine motor skills through the use of writing apps on 
the iPads.  

 Children will become familiar with the letter keypad on the iPads; locating 
a variety of letters for the teacher. 

 
First and Second Class:  

 Children will use the programme BBC Dance Mat Typing to learn the 
correct hand position for the keyboard and how to type effectively. 

 Children will learn to log in and out of Google Docs using their school log-
in email address and password. 

 Children will use Google Docs to draft, edit and publish genre writing: 
1. Begin using upper and lower-case letters 
2. Function keys: full stops, commas and question marks. Children will 

understand the function of the spacebar, the return and shift key and 
how to turn on and off capital lock  

3. Format text: alter text using the bold, italic and underline tools.  
 Children will know how to save their Google Doc.  
 Children will use the application ‘WriteReader’ to publish creative 

narrative texts in an eBook format. 
 Children will be introduced to the Safari browser and how to navigate to 

and explore age-appropriate websites chosen by the teacher such as 
Word Hippo, using the Google taskbar. 

 Children will be introduced to the search engine Kidrex or Kiddle to 
navigate and locate information relevant to classroom learning.  

 Children will navigate software by entering, exiting, closing, choosing 
options, double clicking and dragging the mouse.  
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 Children will continue to learn to use the interface of an iPad to navigate 
between apps and locate relevant apps for learning experiences.  

 Introduction to coding using the BeeBots and the BeeBot application on 
the iPads. 

 
Third and Fourth Class: 

 Children will learn how to access and use the school website. 
 Children will use Google Docs to draft, edit and publish written 

documents: 
1. Develop the use of function keys – caps lock, space bar, 

punctuation marks, return and shift key, copy and paste function 
and highlight or delete text. 

2. Format text – bold, underline, italics, align text, spellcheck. 
3. Change font, font size and font colour. 
4. Insert images onto document. 

 Develop further use of Google Docs tools such as WordArt. 
 Continue to use BBC Dance Mat Typing to develop typing speed and 

accuracy. 
 File Management – Continue to learn to save documents, creating folders 

and retrieving information. 
 Introduce children to the creation of basic PowerPoints for project work. 
 Use of digital browser such as Kiddle or Kidrex to: 

1. Locate and save images to insert into documents. 
2. Develop research skills using websites such as World Book Online and 

National Geographic. 
3. Learn about internet safety and how to identify reputable websites. 

 Use interactive learning sites and applications to further develop and 
enhance learning.  

 Use the Book Creator app to demonstrate their knowledge of topics 
learning in SESE subjects. 

 Coding using the Lightbot app and other age-appropriate coding activities 
on the code.org website.  

 
Fifth and Sixth Class:  

 Improve keyboard skills through research and project-work across the 
curriculum. 

 Develop further the use of Google Docs tools and functions: 
1. Insert and remove WordArt. 
2. Use specific Styles and Headings.  
3. Use the Copy/Paste function. 
4. Format text (italics, bold, underline, change colour, size and font of 

text). 
5. Use text boxes and simple tables to enhance writing work. 
6. Justify/Centre/Align text left or right. 
7. Learn how to Print, Save and Save as for file management skills. 
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 Learn to use the internet browser safely and learn about internet safety, 
with particular emphasis on social networking safety using Webwise 
resources. 

 Use interactive learning sites such as Britannica, World Book Online and 
National Geographic for Kids to deepen and enhance curricular 
knowledge. 

 Use the iPads as a research tools using Kidrex and Kiddle search engines. 
 Learn how to use PowerPoint for project work. 
 Learn to use Google Maps (Geography). 
 Create their own interactive stories and games using Scratch Jr.  
 Continue coding activities using age-appropriate coding activities on the 

code.org website (hour of code).  
 Further enhance coding skills using the Sphero Coding Robots.  
 Further enhance coding skills using the micro bits. 
 Organise events through Google Calendar. 
 Learn to share documents using the G Suite. 
 Understand how to check connections on the iPad for Wifi/Internet. 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
 

Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 
 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Senior Infants 
 
Oral Language  Demonstrates understanding of stories, songs and rhymes 

through mime and role play 
 Predicts future activities and events, with referent to own 

experiences 
 Identifies repetition and rhyme in stories and poems 
 Speaks audibly, clearly and with confidence on most 

occasions 
 Listens attentively and expresses personal reactions to 

stories and poems read aloud by the teacher 
 Recites some rhymes, poems and songs from memory 
 Identifies problems in stories and in other texts, and 

proposes possible solutions 
 Initiates and sustains a conversation on a familiar topic 

with the teacher or with other pupils, demonstrating 
understanding of class rules for turn taking 

 Follows instructions, directions or explanations that 
include two or three elements 

 Retells stories heard I class, recalling main characters and 
events in appropriate sequence 

Reading   Uses two or more cues to read unfamiliar words 
appearing in context 

 Identifies initial and final sounds in spoken words 
 Responds to and understands print concepts such as 

letter, word, sentence, line and page 
 Modifies initial expectations about the context of a story 

based on new information in the story 
 Breaks spoken words into their constituent sounds  
 Recognises simple differences between text types 
 Reads stories and retells them with reference to setting, 

characters and main events 
 Uses spelling patterns (rimes) in known words to identify 

unknown words 
 Uses knowledge of sentence context and letter-sound 

correspondences to read unknown words 
 Identifies words that rhyme in a set of spoken words 
 Reads signs, labels, notices and messages in the 

classroom 
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 Identifies the names of most upper and lower-case letters 
of the alphabet 

 Identifies a broad set of sight words in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts 

Writing  Traces neatly over teacher’s script or copies underneath 
 Writes using left-to-right and top-to-bottom orientation 

of print 
 Copies two or more sentences correctly from the 

blackboard 
 Writes own first name and last name using capitals as 

appropriate 
 Spells some common words correctly 
 Writes from left to right and from top to bottom spacing 

words correctly and with few or no reversals of letters 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
First Class 
 
Oral Language  Identifies problems in stories and in other texts, and 

proposes possible solutions 
 Discusses the meanings of new words in stories, poems 

and songs, paying some attention to context clues 
 Listens attentively and expresses personal reactions to 

stories, poems and rhymes read aloud by the teacher 
 Retells stories heard in class, recalling main characters 

and events in appropriate sequence 
 Expresses the emotions and reactions of characters in 

stories and poems through mime and role-play 
Reading   Breaks spoken words into their constituent sounds  

 Uses spelling words (rimes) in known words to identify 
unknown words 

 Reads signs, labels, notices and messages in the 
classroom 

 Identifies and blends consonant and vowel patterns in 
attempts to read unfamiliar words 

 Identifies a broad set of sight words in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts 

Writing  Uses capital letters and full stops correctly in more than 
one sentence 

 Spells some common words correctly 
 Copies two or more sentences correctly from the 

blackboard 
 Writes sentences which include common linking words 
 Begins most names with a capital letter 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Second Class 
 
Oral Language  Speaks audibly and pronounces familiar words clearly and 

confidently on most occasions 
 Retells a story heard in class attending to the main events 

and preserving their sequence 
 Listens attentively to group and class discussions, 

contributing at appropriate times 
 Expresses simple personal needs 

Reading   Identifies initial and final sounds in spoken words 
 Breaks spoken words into their constituent sounds 

(phoneme segmentation) 
 Identifies a broad set of sight words in familiar and 

unfamiliar contexts 
 Demonstrates flexibility in combining several cues to read 

unknown words in a range of texts 
Writing  Writes from left to right and top to bottom, spacing 

words correctly and with few or no reversals of letters 
 Uses capital letters and full stops correctly in more than 

one sentence 
 Writes sentences which include statements, questions 

and forms modelled on dialogue in books and spoken 
language 

 Begins most names with capital letters 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Third Class 
 
Oral Language  Predict future events 

 Suggest alternative words and phrases to describe objects 
,experiences or events 

 Retell stories heard in class, recalling main characters and 
events in appropriate sequence 

 Use some complex sentences which include phrases and 
clauses to describe events, experiences and objects 

 Attempts to persuade others to a point of view or action 
presenting a few reasons 

Reading   Identifies a broad set of sight words in familiar and 
unfamiliar contexts 

 Demonstrates flexibility in combining several cues to read 
unknown words in a range of texts 

 Identifies and blends consonant and vowel patterns in 
attempts to read unfamiliar words 

 Makes inference about the ideas and actions in stories 
 Uses context to define the meanings of words 
 Demonstrates speed and flexibility in combining a range 

of cues to read unfamiliar words in texts 
 Evaluates the outcomes of stories or poems and suggests 

other likely outcomes  
 Reads and summarises informational texts, providing 

several important points 
 
Writing 

 
 Uses capital letters and full stops correctly in more than 

one sentence 
 Explains the key ideas in own writing 
 Writes stories with some elements of structure present 
 Writes sentences which include statements, questions 

and forms modelled on dialogue in books and spoken 
language 

 Demonstrates fluency in writing by generating longer 
texts 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Fourth Class 
 
Oral Language  Delivers a prepared report to the class on a project topic, 

using appropriate vocabulary and giving relevant, 
organised information 

 Talks clearly and audibly to different audiences (e.g., 
group, own class, other class), varying pace of delivery as 
appropriate 

 Presents a point of view to the class, offering some 
reasons or arguments 

 Identifies and comments on humour in stories and poems 
read aloud by other pupils or by the teacher 

Reading   Uses a dictionary to locate words and interprets their 
meanings in context 

 Understands and uses terms such as index, table of 
contents, chapter heading, paragraph and dialogue 

 Interprets and follows the printed directions in recipes, 
maps, games and timetables 

 Divides unfamiliar words into syllables to assist with 
identification (e.g., fi/nal, dol/phin, ex/am/ple) 

 Reads a story and draws conclusions about the setting, 
characters, events, outcomes and theme 

 
Writing 

 
 Makes constructive comments about the processes used 

in composing own texts 
 In written stories, describes one or more characters faced 

with a problem and traces how the problem is resolved 
 Plans for writing by selecting topics and ideas with 

minimal help 
 Uses many common spellings and spellings arising from 

reading correctly 
 Writes simple factual accounts based on own 

experiences, oral presentations and own reading 
 In final drafts, spaces letters and words correctly and 

writes neatly 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Fifth Class 
 
Oral Language  Talks clearly, audibly and with confidence to different 

audiences in the school environment 
 Presents a point of view to the class, offering some 

reasons or arguments 
 Identifies and understands the functions of nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and adverbs 
 Presents constructive counter-arguments on a given 

theme to refute arguments presented to others, while 
demonstrating tolerance towards their views 

Reading   Identifies the meanings of new words in running text by 
using a range of cues 

 Demonstrates flexibility in implementing a range of 
strategies to identify the meanings of unknown words in 
running text 

 Identifies changes that occur in characters’ feelings and 
behaviour, and in their relationships with one another in 
shorter and longer stories 

 
Writing 

 
 Returns independently to a piece of work and redrafts to 

improve meaning 
 Writes stories with a clear beginning, middle and end 

which include at least one related episode and details of 
setting, character, plot and resolution 

 Concentrates on meaning and intention while drafting a 
text, often re-reading what has been written so far 

 Uses words which reflect knowledge and understanding 
of a widening technical and literary vocabulary 
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Corpus Christi Primary School 
Literacy Targets for 2021-2022 

Based on the Drumcondra English Profiles 
 
Sixth Class 
 
Oral Language  Participates in class discussions by sharing relevant 

background (prior) knowledge about a topic 
 Predicts and justifies future events and likely outcomes at 

appropriate points in book-length stories read aloud by 
the teacher 

 Talks clearly and audibly to different audiences (e.g., 
group, own class, other class), varying pace of delivery as 
appropriate 

Reading   Reads and summarises informational texts, providing 
several important points 

 Uses a dictionary to locate words and interprets their 
meanings in context 

 Reads a story and draws conclusions about the setting, 
characters, events, outcome and theme 

Writing  Writes stories with a clear beginning, middle and end 
which include at least one related episode and details of 
setting, character, plot and resolution 

 Uses knowledge of known spelling patterns, word roots 
and spelling rules in attempts to spell unknown words 

 Checks spellings and meanings of words using 
alphabetical order (up to the third letter) in a dictionary 
or thesaurus 

 
 
 

 


